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Volume 115
GOV. CURLEY OUT LINES PROPOSALS

Meeting in the State House yesterday. Left to right: Charles P. Howard, State commissioner of administration and finance; Thomas J. Buckley, state auditor; Gov. Curley, and Carl A. Raymond, budget commissioner.

NEED $3,308,000, SAYS GOVERNOR

Curley to Supplement Budget—'Ely Surplus a Deficit'

After a long conference with state fiscal experts at the State House, Gov. Curley yesterday announced that he would be obliged to supplement the state budget by at least $3,308,000 to take care of increases in expenditures not provided for in the budget prepared for 1935 by former Gov. Ely.

He announced his estimate after discussing the financial requirements of the state with Thomas J. Buckley, state auditor; Charles P. Howard, state commissioner on administration and finance, and Carl A. Raymond, budget commissioner. At the conclusion of the conference, however, he asked for complete official figures, and indicated that the total might run considerably larger than anticipated.

He also declared that the apparent surplus of $650,000, which his predecessor had professed to hand over to him Jan. 1, was in reality a deficit of more than $1,000,000.

REFERS TO BANK DEPOSITS

This, he explained, was because the sum of $1,700,000, which the state had on deposit in closed banks, had been

(Continued on Page Four)
Curley to Supplement Budget—'Ely Surplus a Deficit'

(Continued from First Page)

carried by the previous administration as an asset. "In matter of fact, we can expect to lose about 60 per cent. of that, so I feel obliged to regard the item as a deficit of $1,050,000," he said.

One further financial trouble, the Governor disclosed, was that with all the PWA contracts let by his predecessor, amounting to $22,000,000, the federal government had thus far given the state only $45,000 out of a promised $6,000,000, and steps must soon be taken to obtain the difference, as the projects were all under way.

The supplementary budget will be incorporated in the Governor's message to the Legislature Wednesday, by which time he expects to have the complete figures available. He would not comment on his recommendations for means of meeting the additional expenditures. Two roads are open to the Legislature—borrowing on bond issues or new taxation—to provide the necessary additional revenue.

The items involved in the supplementary budget which the Governor said should have been included in Mr. Ely's figures, were: $1,200,000 for the restoration of state employees' pay cuts which became effective Jan. 1, $440,000 to meet the resumption of step rate pay increases to state employees, and $650,000 to pay the 10 per cent. increase in the cost of food to state institutions, as estimated by experts.

A fourth item, which is incurred as a result of one of the Governor's favored plans, to place employees in all state institutions on a 98-hour week, will require $1,000,000 a year to pay 2,500 additional employees, soon to be appointed.
CHAMBER URGES
JUDGES BE GIVEN
FULLER POWERS

Free Rein to Administer
And Decide Procedure
Asked in Report

JURY FEE ADVISED
IN ALL CIVIL CASES

It is a common complaint in all busy courts of the delay in the trial of cases. With the increased number of suits now being acted upon in the superior courts and the other branches of the Judicial Department, complaints of the trial of cases are not now as rare as they used to be. A trial delayed is a trial lost, and it is well to consider the question of delay if the people are to be well served by the courts.

The committee report that an examination of the records of the superior and district courts will show the truth of the charge that delay is the rule and not the exception. In the superior court the average jury trial lasts from one to two years. In the district court the average trial extends from two to three months. The delay in every case is caused by insufficient powers of the courts to try cases promptly, impartially and inexpensively.

The time has come to quicken the pace of the courts. For the people are demanding of the courts that the trial of every case be made speedily and that the right of the people to have cases heard expeditiously be preserved.

The committee recommend the appointment of a counsel, to be given to each of the three great divisions of the Judicial Department, the one for the superior court, the one for the district court, and the one for the motor tort cases. The counsel should be selected and appointed by the Legislative Council, and should have the power to advise the people of the regulations of the courts, and to suggest the amendments of the law and the rules of the court machinery to try the case?

The committee recommend the appointment of a counsel, to be given to each of the three great divisions of the Judicial Department, the one for the superior court, the one for the district court, and the one for the motor tort cases. The counsel should be selected and appointed by the Legislative Council, and should have the power to advise the people of the regulations of the courts, and to suggest the amendments of the law and the rules of the court machinery to try the case?

The committee recommend the appointment of a counsel, to be given to each of the three great divisions of the Judicial Department, the one for the superior court, the one for the district court, and the one for the motor tort cases. The counsel should be selected and appointed by the Legislative Council, and should have the power to advise the people of the regulations of the courts, and to suggest the amendments of the law and the rules of the court machinery to try the case?

The committee recommend the appointment of a counsel, to be given to each of the three great divisions of the Judicial Department, the one for the superior court, the one for the district court, and the one for the motor tort cases. The counsel should be selected and appointed by the Legislative Council, and should have the power to advise the people of the regulations of the courts, and to suggest the amendments of the law and the rules of the court machinery to try the case?
STERNER JUSTICE
Survey Headed by Lowell Finds Rule of Umpire Defeats Justice

The report of the committee of investigation of the courts in the commonwealth, recently made public, contains a number of important and timely recommendations as to the procedure of the courts. The report is significant because it is the result of a thorough study and examination of the subject, and because it has been made at the request of the legislature, which is now considering the subject. The report is a valuable contribution to the literature on the subject of the administration of justice, and is a model of clarity and precision.

The report opens with a summary of the findings of the committee, which are briefly as follows: The system of judicial procedure has been found to be inefficient and unworkable, and the courts have been handicapped in many of their operations by the rules and regulations that are in force. The committee recommends that the appointment of judges and the selection of cases for trial should be made by the appointing power, and that the courts should be given the power to make rules for the regulation of their own proceedings. The committee also recommends that the entry fee in the superior court should be increased, and that the jury fee should be abolished.

The report then goes on to discuss the various recommendations in detail. The committee recommends that the rules should be revised and standardized, and that the jury fee should be increased. The committee also recommends that the appointment of judges should be made by the appointing power, and that the courts should be given the power to make rules for the regulation of their own proceedings.

The report concludes with a statement of the conclusions of the committee, which are briefly as follows: The system of judicial procedure has been found to be inefficient and unworkable, and the courts have been handicapped in many of their operations by the rules and regulations that are in force. The committee recommends that the appointment of judges and the selection of cases for trial should be made by the appointing power, and that the courts should be given the power to make rules for the regulation of their own proceedings. The committee also recommends that the entry fee in the superior court should be increased, and that the jury fee should be abolished.

The report is a valuable contribution to the literature on the subject of the administration of justice, and is a model of clarity and precision.
Governor Curley Makes an Experiment

Because he says he wishes to divorce politics from the transaction of state business, Governor Curley erected a sign telling the unemployed to keep away from the Executive Chambers. He also made it quite clear, in another sign, when he will and will not see the public, heads of departments, and legislators.

For Discouragement of Job Seekers

Governor Curley posts signs to keep job seekers from office, but crowd hangs on.

Governor Curley makes an experiment
notified the governor that his business might bring him into cases under consideration by the State Board of Tax Appeals and therefore might conflict with his duties as a member of the commission.

"I don't know of anything that anybody can have against Joe McKenny," the governor remarked, as he announced his intention of giving the appointment to the former Boston College football star.

"Besides, I think it well for a member of the commission to know a little about ancient history."

Governor Curley continued work today on his budget message which he will submit to the Legislature Wednesday. Foregoing his usual Sunday rest, the governor consulted with State financial experts for more than three hours and after the conference announced the $650,000 cash surplus which his predecessor had professed to turn over to him was actually a deficit of more than $1,000,000, and that salary increases and other expenditures would make it necessary for him to raise at least $3,308,000 more than was contained in last year's budget.

The governor declared that the cash

Automotive Boosters Plan
Show Dinner for Wednesday
For several years one of the features of automobile show week in Boston has been the dinner of the Automotive Boosters' Club of New England.

Walter J. Sullivan, president of the club, announced that the 1934 dinner will be held Wednesday evening at Hotel Bradford and that it will be the largest on record. At least one thousand will be present and the distribution of prizes will be a feature. Governor Curley has been invited. Dan Tannen, chairman of the committee in charge, has arranged an extended program of entertainment.

Officers of Boosters' Clubs in other places have made reservations for groups of their members.

Governor Curley Makes an Experiment
Because he says he wishes to divorce politics from the transaction of State business, Governor Curley erected a sign telling the unemployed to keep away from the Executive Chambers. He also made it quite clear, in another sign, when he will and when he will not see the public, heads of departments, and legislators.

Governor Announces He Will Name Joseph B. McKenny, Boston College football coach and professor of history, to vacancy on Finance Commission.
Declaring that it was his wish to divorce politics from the transaction of State business, Governor Curley caused two signs to be posted at the entrance to the executive chambers today, announcing the hours for appointments and the other that no applications for employment would be received at the executive offices.

These notices were posted conspicuously one on each side of the doorway, largely because the vestibule and the corridors in the vicinity have been constantly thronged with persons seeking to obtain the governor's aid in getting work, or in obtaining political favors. The sign at the left of the doorway, said, "No applications for employment will be received at this office. All applications must be filed at room 364, State House."

The other sign gave the governor's hours of appointment as follows: "Monday, members of the Legislature, from hour to hour, from 9:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.; Tuesday, from 9:30 A.M. to 12:00 Noon; Wednesday, from 9:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.; Thursday, from 9:30 A.M. to 12:00 Noon; Friday, from 9:30 A.M. to 12:00 Noon."

Some things have been said about Curley, but they were mild in comparison with what was said about Butler. The old Commonwealth had gone to the bowers and for the first time Harvard refused to bestow the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws at Commencement on the governor of Massachusetts.

On one occasion, however, Butler neatly turned the tables on his critics. When he issued his Fast Day proclamation there was some great uproar. Some of the newspapers criticized it severely and many clergy refused to read it from their pulpits, but several preached upon it and expounded its extreme obnoxiousness to everything that was decent or proper. Some ministers even took a whack at it on the second Sunday.

Governor Butler was then visited upon by a shorthand reporter from a leading Boston paper and asked if he had read any of the criticisms of his Fast Day proclamation. He said he had. He then stated that he was very busy when the proclamation was called for, so he went for some old news. From the lot he picked out the proclamation of Governor Christopher Gore, dated 1815, and this he revised as his own. Governor Gore was a learned and pious man, and a graduate of Harvard, for whom one of the principal halls was named.

There was great movement in all directions over Governor Butler's disclosures.

The elevation of James M. Curley to the governorship of Massachusetts and that of a certain New Hampshire native to the same office fifty-two years before are somewhat analogous. The latter was General Benjamin F. Butler, born in our town of Deerfield.

Some things have been said about Curley, but they were mild in comparison with what was said about Butler. The old Commonwealth had gone to the bowers and for the first time Harvard refused to bestow the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws at Commencement on the governor of Massachusetts.

On one occasion, however, Butler neatly turned the tables on his critics. When he issued his Fast Day proclamation there was some great uproar. Some of the newspapers criticized it severely and many clergy refused to read it from their pulpits, but several preached upon it and expounded its extreme obnoxiousness to everything that was decent or proper. Some ministers even took a whack at it on the second Sunday.

Governor Butler was then visited upon by a shorthand reporter from a leading Boston paper and asked if he had read any of the criticisms of his Fast Day proclamation. He said he had. He then stated that he was very busy when the proclamation was called for, so he went for some old news. From the lot he picked out the proclamation of Governor Christopher Gore, dated 1815, and this he revised as his own. Governor Gore was a learned and pious man, and a graduate of Harvard, for whom one of the principal halls was named.

There was great movement in all directions over Governor Butler's disclosures.
Declarations that it was his wish to divorce politics from the transaction of State business, Governor Curley caused two signs to be posted at the entrance to the executive chambers today, one announcing the hours for appointments and the other that no appointments for employment would be received at the executive office.

These notices were posted conspicuously on one side of the doorway largely because the vestibule and the corridors to the vicinity have been constantly thronged with persons seeking to obtain the governor's aid in getting work, or in obtaining political favors.

The sign at the left of the doorway, said: "No applications for employment will be received at this office. All applications must be filed at room 364, State House."

The other sign gave the governor's hours of appointment as follows: "Monday, members of the Legislature, from house an on up to 12 o'clock; Tuesday, members of the Legislature, from 9 to 12 o'clock; Wednesday, members of the Legislature, from 9 to 12 o'clock; Thursday, members of the Legislature, from 9 to 12 o'clock; Friday, members of the Legislature, from 9 to 12 o'clock; Saturday, members of the Legislature, from 9 to 12 o'clock; Sunday, all others, from 9 to 12 o'clock."

No applications for employment will be received at the executive offices on the first day of each month.

The elevation of James M. Curley to the governorship of Massachusetts and that of a certain New Hampshire native are somewhat analogous. The latter was General Benjamin F. Butler, born in our town of Deerfield.

Some things have been said about Curley, but they were mild in comparison with what was said about Butler. The old Commonwealth had gone to the bowwows; and for the first time Harvard refused to confer the honorary degree of doctor of laws at Commencement on the governor.

Arriving at the first sign, Governor Curley read his message to the Legislature. He pointed out that the State's fiscal year started Dec. 1 and that he would be fortunate if he could get 40 per cent of that money.

"There was so much talk in the last campaign about the fine financial condition of the State and the big cash surplus in the treasury that I expected I could start with the decks clear, but I find we're sunk," the governor said, after his conference with Chairman Charles P. Howard of the State Commission on Administration and Finance. State Auditor Thomas R. Buckley and Budget Commissioner Carl A. Raymond.

He pointed out that the State's fiscal year started Dec. 1 and that he would have to provide $1,200,000 to meet the cost of restoring the State salary reductions which returned to their old basis on that date. Other items calling for additional expenditures, he reported, were the step-rate salary increases which will be restored June 1, at a cost of $450,000 increased cost of food for State institutions amounting to $500,000, and $1,000,000 of State funds in closed banks and that the State would be fortunate to get 40 per cent of that money.

During his first week in office, Gov. Curley continued work today. Following his own proclamation, Governor Curley consulted with State officials for more than three hours and after the conference announced the $600,000 cash surplus which his predecessor had boasted to turn over to him was actually a deficit of more than $1,000,000 and that salary increases and other cuts which returned to their old basis on that date. Other items calling for additional expenditures, he reported, were the step-rate salary increases which will be restored June 1, at a cost of $450,000 increased cost of food for State institutions amounting to $500,000, and $1,000,000 which will be necessary to place employees of State institutions on a forty-eight-hour week. The governor also complained that his predecessor had collected only $8,000 out of $30,000,000 which the Federal Government had agreed to contribute toward public works projects in Massachusetts.

"You can't blame the man who mis"
Governor Curley Posts "No-Job" Signs at Office, but Crowd Sticks Around

Declaring that it was his wish to divorce politics from the transaction of State business, Governor Curley caused two signs to be posted at the entrance to the executive chambers today, one and the other that no applications for employment would be received at the office. These notices were posted conspicuously on each side of the doorway, largely because the vestibule and the corridors in the vicinity have been constantly thronged with persons seeking to obtain the governor's aid in getting work, or in obtaining political favors. The plan of designating regular hours for the reception of the public, for the purposes of dispensing with public business and for the public business of the State, was in operation at the office, with the knowledge of the public. The sign at the left of the doorway said: "No applications for employment will be received at this office. All applications must be filed at room 364, State House."
A bill to memorialize Congress in 1935, to the United States Senate, entry into the World Court was filed with the clerk of the Massachusetts House of Representatives today.

A bill for a state-operated lottery in Connecticut for state and municipal aid, yielding at least $4,200,000 yearly, will be introduced into the Connecticut legislature tomorrow. There would be a drawing once a month.

A bill of hostage Congress in opposition to United States' entry into the World Court was filed with the clerk of the Massachusetts House of Representatives today.

A bill for a state-operated lottery in Connecticut for state and municipal aid, yielding at least $4,200,000 yearly, will be introduced into the Connecticut House of Representatives today. There would be a drawing once a month.

A bill of hostage Congress in opposition to United States' entry into the World Court was filed with the clerk of the Massachusetts House of Representatives today.

A bill for a state-operated lottery in Connecticut for state and municipal aid, yielding at least $4,200,000 yearly, will be introduced into the Connecticut legislature tomorrow. There would be a drawing once a month.

A bill of hostage Congress in opposition to United States' entry into the World Court was filed with the clerk of the Massachusetts House of Representatives today.

A bill for a state-operated lottery in Connecticut for state and municipal aid, yielding at least $4,200,000 yearly, will be introduced into the Connecticut legislature tomorrow. There would be a drawing once a month.

A bill of hostage Congress in opposition to United States' entry into the World Court was filed with the clerk of the Massachusetts House of Representatives today.

A bill for a state-operated lottery in Connecticut for state and municipal aid, yielding at least $4,200,000 yearly, will be introduced into the Connecticut legislature tomorrow. There would be a drawing once a month.

A bill of hostage Congress in opposition to United States' entry into the World Court was filed with the clerk of the Massachusetts House of Representatives today.

A bill for a state-operated lottery in Connecticut for state and municipal aid, yielding at least $4,200,000 yearly, will be introduced into the Connecticut legislature tomorrow. There would be a drawing once a month.

A bill of hostage Congress in opposition to United States' entry into the World Court was filed with the clerk of the Massachusetts House of Representatives today.

A bill for a state-operated lottery in Connecticut for state and municipal aid, yielding at least $4,200,000 yearly, will be introduced into the Connecticut legislature tomorrow. There would be a drawing once a month.
SEES GOV CURLEY
AS REAL IDEALIST

Canny Club Speaker Tells of Influence of Stars

Philip R. Johnson, Boston attorney who made a study of astrology, addressed the Boston Canny Club last evening. In speaking of the stars and the stars in the heavens, he pointed to the fact that the stars are the stars of the universe, and that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars.

Johnson told the club that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars.

Johnson said that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars.

Johnson added that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars.

Johnson concluded that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars, and that the stars are the stars of the stars.

[Continued from Page 11]

Shoe Plea Is Ready

The Shoe Plea Company, makers of the perfect shoe, was ready to meet the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, which is expected to rule on the matter today.

The company, which has been in operation for over 20 years, has been one of the nation's leading manufacturers of shoes, and has been a leader in the field of shoe manufacturing.

The company, which was founded by Mr. John Smith, has been in operation for over 20 years, and has been one of the nation's leading manufacturers of shoes.

The company, which has been in operation for over 20 years, has been one of the nation's leading manufacturers of shoes.

The company, which has been in operation for over 20 years, has been one of the nation's leading manufacturers of shoes.
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The company, which has been in operation for over 20 years, has been one of the nation's leading manufacturers of shoes.

The company, which has been in operation for over 20 years, has been one of the nation's leading manufacturers of shoes.
HANNIGAN RAPS CURLEY REGIME
Calls Action on Fin Com
"Judicial Burlesque"

Republican Club Nominates
Bushnell for Leader

"The burlesque on judicial procedure led by the present Governor of the Commonwealth with reference to the Boston Finance Commission transcends partisan considerations."

Maj. Judson Hannigan, retiring president of the Republican Club of Massachusetts, states in his notice to members of the annual election of the club that the present Governor has placed this section in first place comparatively in staging recovery, is based on facts.

Reports have been coming in from managers of shows held at New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Cleveland, Brooklyn and several other cities, giving the attendance figures and sales in 1935 as compared to 1934. Some showed increases, others were not up to a year ago.

So the heads of the dealer organizations have keyed up their salesmen to go after orders with greater effort to beat a year ago. Officers and members of the dealer organizations are planning to keep the interest in the show at a high peak. They want to outdo the other cities.

Gov. J. Alphonso M. Curley is to have the honor of representing Massachusetts on Wednesday night. Governor's night is always a big one at the show. Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield has been invited to be the honor guest on Thursday night, as the leader of the Bay State's capital city. Friday and Saturday nights will have some celebrities as guests.

Visitors Arrive Early

This morning there were many visitors at the show early. By noon every space had sizeable groups looking over the new models. Outside on the avenue there were plenty cars in which to take motorists on demonstrations.

This year a new plan has been worked out to prevent confusion and to see that each dealer has room on the 300 models. Outside on the avenue there were plenty cars in which to take motorists on demonstrations.

This year a new plan has been worked out to prevent confusion and to see that each dealer has room for demonstrations. On a wire along the avenue are the names of cars. Under each one is the number of the dealer plates. If a driver starts to park an officer looks at the number on the car. When it does not correspond with the one on the wire he is waved out. It is working well.

A few years ago the Boston Automobile Club abandoned the plan of having annual dinners during show week. So the Automotive Boosters Club stepped into the picture, expanded their plans until now the big social event is that dinner on Wednesday night at the Hotel Bradford, with about 1000 present, at which a program of 17 vaudeville acts will be presented. Also souvenirs worth $2000 will be given out.
HANNIGAN RAPS CURLEY REGIME

Calls Action on Fin Com

"Judicial Burlesque"

Republican Club Nominates

Bushnell for Leader

"The burlesque on judicial procedure led by the present Governor of the Commonwealth with reference to the Boston Finance Commission transcends partisan considerations." Maj. Judson Hannigan, retiring president of the Republican Club of Massachusetts, states in his notice to members of the annual election of officers, Monday night, Jan 28, at Gilbert Hall, Tremont Temple.

"The real purpose of the proceedings is to keep the affairs of the Mohawk Trading Company and other scandals on the public purse concealed from public knowledge. It is an inquisition instituted to assure the concealment of iniquity," Hannigan went on to state. It is the governor of other butlers and intriguers that experience warrants may be reasonably expected in the State House during the incumbency of the present Governor. However, a fighting and uncorrupted opposition is about to assure a continuance of the real business of uplifting the reputation of the State. The present Governor, Bushnell is elected by one half of the local vote cast. He is a minority Executive. The majority in the House are Republicans. We have probably 15 loyal members in the Senate, a minority. The lines of party domination are close enough to warrant constant militant and fearless action by the club."

The nominating committee of the club has brought in the names of former Dist Atty Robert T. Bushnell for President of Middlesex County for president; John L. Hurley of Brookline, for secretary, and Harcourt Amory of Ipswich for treasurer. Dwight B. MacCormack of Milton is opposing the nominating committee's choice by 15 members. There is also a proposed amendment to the club's constitution for the purpose of making available speakers on political subjects during the present Democratic regime.

Other officers to be elected are as follows:

Executive Committee—Donald M. MacCormack, Boston; Dr. John S. Mathews, Dorchester; Geo. T. Sanford, Newton; R. G. Philips, Waltham; R. J. Costello, West Roxbury; J. Fred Jackson, Woburn; Elias F. Shannon, Boston; Philip R. Lord, Lynn; George F. Booth, Worcester; W. W. Dobson, Scituate; Samuel W. Drohan, Milton; Andrew G. Bowker, Brookline; Owen A. Hrn, Salem; Henry J. Allen, Dorchester; J. Wesley Maxam, Boston; James Barker, Dorchester; Wallace C. Smith, Boston; Robert G. Wilson, Boston; Richard F. T. Murphy, Fall River; George G. Tarbell, Medford; George P. Allen, Boston; A. S. Dearborn, Wakefield; Paul, Hyde Park; Frank R. Sweet, Attleboro; L. B. Handy, Wareham.

"The real purpose of the proceedings is to keep the affairs of the Mohawk Trading Company and other scandals on the public purse concealed from public knowledge. It is an inquisition instituted to assure the concealment of iniquity," Hannigan went on. It is the governor of other butlers and intriguers that experience warrants may be reasonably expected in the State House during the incumbency of the present Governor. However, a fighting and uncorrupted opposition is about to assure a continuance of the real business of uplifting the reputation of the State. The present Governor is elected by one half of the local vote cast. He is a minority Executive. The majority in the House are Republicans. We have probably 15 loyal members in the Senate, a minority. The lines of party domination are close enough to warrant constant militant and fearless action by the club."

The nominating committee of the club has brought in the names of former Dist Atty Robert T. Bushnell for President of Middlesex County for president; John L. Hurley of Brookline, for secretary, and Harcourt Amory of Ipswich for treasurer. Dwight B. MacCormack of Milton is opposing the nominating committee's choice by 15 members. There is also a proposed amendment to the club's constitution for the purpose of making available speakers on political subjects during the present Democratic regime.

Other officers to be elected are as follows:

Executive Committee—Donald M. MacCormack, Boston; Dr. John S. Mathews, Dorchester; Geo. T. Sanford, Newton; R. G. Philips, Waltham; R. J. Costello, West Roxbury; J. Fred Jackson, Woburn; Elias F. Shannon, Boston; Philip R. Lord, Lynn; George F. Booth, Worcester; W. W. Dobson, Scituate; Samuel W. Drohan, Milton; Andrew G. Bowker, Brookline; Owen A. Hrn, Salem; Henry J. Allen, Dorchester; J. Wesley Maxam, Boston; James Barker, Dorchester; Wallace C. Smith, Boston; Robert G. Wilson, Boston; Richard F. T. Murphy, Fall River; George G. Tarbell, Medford; George P. Allen, Boston; A. S. Dearborn, Wakefield; Paul, Hyde Park; Frank R. Sweet, Attleboro; L. B. Handy, Wareham.
JOSEPH MCKENNEY, CHOICE OF GOV CURLEY FOR FINANCE COMMISSION POSITION

Gov Curley to Submit His Name Wednesday

Prof. Joseph McKenney of Boston College, Coach of the Eagles' grid iron and former football star, is Gov. Curley's choice for the vacant post on the Boston Finance Commission. The Governor said this morning that he would submit the name of McKenney at the noon meeting of the Executive Council for confirmation Wednesday.

The Governor was busy in releasing the name of his most recent selection today, as he said he did not want to give political sharpshooters opportunity to throw mud at his man. On second thought, the Governor gave out the name, stating he could not see how there could be any objection to McKenney.

"He is a professor of ancient and modern history at Boston College," the Governor said. "I think a knowledge of ancient history has a place on the Finance Commission."

McKenney was chosen for the post left vacant by the removal of Charles G. Shay after the Governor to get a lawyer for the position and two other attempts which were not made public.

Considered Chapman

The Governor submitted the name of attorney Edward D. Hassan to the Council a week ago, but will officially withdraw that name Wednesday. Hassan was discovered to have been counsel of record for Ex-City Treas. Edmund L. Dolan, whose term in office under the last Curley regime at City Hall is now under investigation by Ex-Ass't U. S. Atty. George D. Parmyn, special counsel for the Finance Commission.

The Governor then selected Neal J. Holland, former member of the Board of Assessors of the city of Boston, as his choice for the position. Holland will be joined by Mark Sullivan, W. Artilly Lilly, E. Mark Sullivan and M. S. King, of the Executive Council for confirmation Wednesday.

Executive Committee—Donald M. Malle Y, Springfield; George F. Booth, Worcester; Judson Hannigan, Belmont; Edward T. Murphy, Fall River; George G. Tarbell, Lincoln; John W. Morgan, Lynn; Max Olin, Boston; James Barker, Dorchester; Wallace R. Lovett, Melrose, Gustaf W. Everberg, Woburn. E E. Elias F. Shaw, Boston; Philip Quincy, Rogers Nickerson, Brookline; Owen A. Handley, Gardner; Heslip E. Sutherland, Rogers W. Covey, Waban; Carrot J. wan, Brookline.

Election Committee (Term of Three Years)—Robert Bowie, Milton; G. Gordon Watt, West Roxbury; J. Fred Jusscy, Salem; Henry J. Allen, Dorchester; J. Wesley A. Gordon, Brookline.
JOSEPH MCKENNEY CHOICE OF GOV CURLEY FOR FINANCE COMMISSION POSITION

The Governor revealed today that the name was heard frequently in the legal profession, decided to go into the practice of law with at least one of his (Donahue's) back on the list. The Governor found that he was associated in the practice of law with at least one of his (Donahue's) back on the list. He did not want to serve on a commission whose duty it might be at any time to investigate any contract with the city of Boston.

Kalesky a Choice

Samuel Kalesky was still another choice of the Governor for Storer's job on the Finance Commission, but the Governor found that he was associated in the practice of law with at least one of his (Donahue's) back on the list. He did not want to serve on a commission whose duty it might be at any time to investigate any contract with the city of Boston.
REAL ESTATE GROUP ATTACKS "FIN COM"  
Mr. Ryan Wants Body Made Up of Business Men

The Boston Finance Commission as at present constituted was attacked yesterday at a meeting of the Massachusetts Real Estate Owners' Association at Tremont Temple. It was voted at the meeting to invite George R. Farran, counsel for the commission, to attend the next meeting to be held on Feb 3 and tell the members what he has learned in the course of his investigations. Plans for Government housing were also attacked.

Michael C. Ryan, one of the vice presidents of the organization, declared that he had protested last year against increased taxes on real estate and that he is now in favor of a strike. He said that Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield had made many promises during his campaign for election, but had been carried away by the Finance Commission. Only one member, he said, should be an attorney. The other members should be men of long years of experience, which should enable them to judge the practicability of proposals for expenditures.

Mr. Ryan urged that Gov. Curley should appoint at least one member who would directly represent the taxpayers.

Alexander H. Rice, a director, declared that he had protested last year against increased taxes on real estate and that he is now in favor of holding back taxes of a taxpayers' strike. He said that Mayor Fredericman had made many promises during his campaign for election, but that they had been carried away by the Finance Commission.

Mr. Rice charged that the Finance Commission has not given the city any relief and that the city is being attacked at City Hall. He said that he did not altogether uphold what had been done at State House regarding the Finance Commission, because that was from political motives, but that the Finance Commission had needed a "real Finance Commission" with men who would give their whole time to it and not members who would give their whole time to it and not members who seek the position so they can build up a law practice.

"We want results," he said, "the Finance Commission with power to send all the grafters to jail. We shall take steps to bring about such a Finance Commission."

Thomas A. Niland, who presided, spoke of the work of the organization and plans for the future. He said that there are now bills in the Legislature which are hostile to taxpayers. Speaking of Mayor Mansfield, Mr. Niland said that a Boston newspaper (not the Globe) had quoted the Mayor as saying that there were city employees who were doing nothing except to come to City Hall for their pay, but that although there is a district attorney and an Attorney General, nothing has been done about it.

Other speakers were James Lyons, Ex-Gov. Francis G. Allen, and Consuls also box holders.

For the information and convenience of callers at Gov. Curley's office, State House, two large signs have been placed at the outer entrance to the Executive suite on the third floor. One gives a list of all applications for employment will be received at this office. All applications must be filed at room 304, State House.

"I wish to divorce as far as possible politics from the transaction of business here. There is a separate division for those seeking jobs. I intend to devote my time, effort and attention to the business of Government rather than the politics of Government."
REAL ESTATE GROUP ATTACKS "FIN COM"

Ryan Wants Body Made Up of Business Men

The Boston Finance Commission as at present constituted was attacked yesterday at a meeting of the Massachusetts Real Estate Owners' Association at Tremont Temple. It was voted at the meeting to invite George R. Farnum, counsel for the commission, to attend the next meeting to be held on Feb 3 and tell the members what he has learned in the course of his investigations. Plans for Government housing were also attacked.

Michael C. Ryan, one of the vice presidents of the organization, declared that he was in favor of retaining the Finance Commission, but that it should be reorganized so as to be composed of "hard-boiled business men." Only one member, he said, should be an attorney. The other members should be men of long years of experience which should enable them to judge the practical feasibility of proposals for expenditures.

Mr Ryan urged that Gov Curley should at once appoint at least one member who would directly represent the taxpayers.

Alexander H. Rice, a director, declared that he had protested last year against increased taxes on real estate and that he is in favor of holding back taxes, of a taxpayers' strike. He said that Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield had made many promises during his campaign for election, but asked if they had been carried out. He bitterly attacked politicians.

Mr Rice charged that the Finance Commission has not given the city any relief and has not stopped grafting in City Hall. He said that he had protested what had been done at the State House regarding the Finance Commission, "because that was from political motives," but that Boston needed a "real Finance Commission" with paid members who would give their whole time to it and not members who would give "their time to it and not members who see the position so they can build up a law practice."

"We want results," he said, "a Finance Commission with power to send all the grafters to jail. We shall take steps to bring about such a Finance Commission."

Thomas A. Niland, who presided, spoke of the work of the organization and plans for the future. He said that there are 30 bills now before the Legislature which are hostile to taxpayers. Speaking of Mayor Mansfield, Mr Niland said that a Boston newspaper (not the Globe) had quoted the Mayor as saying that there were city employees who were doing nothing except to come to City Hall for their pay, but that although there is a district attorney and an Attorney General, nothing has been done about it.

Other speakers were James Lyons, Michael C. Ryan, and Alexander H. Rice.

EX-GOV FRANK G. ALLEN

hold in aid of infantile paralysis sufferers at the Boston Garden Jan 30. Ex-Gov Alvin T. Fuller and Gov Curley also hold boxes.

City Hall is well represented in the row of box holders, including Mayor Mansfield, Ex-Mayor John F. Fitzgerald and Ex-Mayor Andrew J. Peters, and present and past department heads.

Stephen Helfman, Harvard student, living at 21 Fresh Pond lane, Cambridge, a former infantile patient, appeared at the headquarters at 294 Parker House today and subscribed for a box.

P. Arman, Italian consul, and X. N. Georgiades, Greek consul, were assigned their boxes today. Other countries with boxes for the ball are Great Britain, Irish Free State, France and Portugal. A box also was assigned today to D. W. Gannett, Boston representative of J. S. Basche Company.

NINE CHINESE ARRESTED

For the information and convenience of callers at Gov Curley's office, State House, two large signs have been placed at the outer entrance to the Executive suite on the third floor. One gives a list of the Governor's regular weekly appointments and the other refers to applications for employment.

The signs are an innovation, as no such attempt has been made in previous administrations to facilitate the matter of the long line of visitors.

Lettered in gold on a background of black, each sign sets forth its purpose. That on the right, facing the door, reads:

GOVERNOR'S APPOINTMENTS
Monday—Members of Legislature, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday—Public by appointment, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Wednesday—Governor's Council, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Thursday—Department officials, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Friday—Legislative committees and planning committees.
Saturday—Executive business.

The sign on the left says: "No applications for employment will be received at this office. All applications must be filed at room 364, State House."

Gov Curley had this to say regarding the signs:

I wish to divorce as far as possible politics from the transaction of business here. There is a separate division for these seeking jobs. I intend to devote my time, effort and attention to the business of Government rather than the politics of Government."
REAL ESTATE GROUP ATTACKS "FIN COM"
Ryan Wants Body Made Up of Business Men

The Boston Finance Commission as at present constituted was attacked yesterday at a meeting of the Massachusetts Real Estate Owners' Association at Tremont Temple. It was voted at the meeting to invite George R. Farnum, counsel for the commission, to attend the next meeting to be held on Feb 3 and tell the members what he has learned in the course of his investigations. Plans for Government housing were also attacked.

Michael C. Ryan, one of the vice presidents of the organization, declared that he was in favor of retaining the Finance Commission, but that it should be reorganized so as to be composed of "hard-boiled business men." Only one member, he said, should be an attorney. The other members should be men of long years of experience, which should enable them to judge the practicability of proposals for expenditures.

Mr. Ryan urged that Government should at once appoint a member who would directly represent the taxpayers.

Alexander H. Rice, a director, declared that he had protested last year against increased taxes on real estate and that he is now in favor of holding back taxes, of a taxpayers' strike. He said that Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield had made many promises in his campaign for election, but asked if they had been carried out. He bitterly attacked politicians.

Mr. Rice charged that the Finance Commission has not given the city any relief and has not stopped grafting at City Hall. He said that he had not altogether upheld what had been done at the State House regarding the Finance Commission, because that was from political motives but that Boston needed a "real Finance Commission" with paid men who would give their whole time to it and not members who would give their whole time to it and not members "who seek the position so they can build up a law practice."

"We want results," he said, "a Finance Commission with power to send all the grafters to jail. We shall take steps to bring about such a Finance Commission."

Thomas A. Niland, who presided, spoke of the work of the organization and plans for the future. He said that there are 30 bills now before the Legislature which are hostile to taxpayers. Speaking of Mayor Mansfield, Mr. Niland said that a Boston newspaper (not the GLOBE) had quoted the Mayor as saying that there were city employees who were doing nothing except to come to City Hall for their pay, but that although there is a district attorney and an Attorney General, nothing has been done about it.

Other speakers were James Lyons.

SIGNS OUTSIDE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE TO AID THE PUBLIC

For the information and convenience of callers at Gov Curley's office, State House, two large signs have been placed at the outer entrance to the Executive suite on the third floor. One gives a list of the Governor's regular weekly appointments and the other refers to applications for employment.

The sign on the left says: "No applications for employment will be received at this office. All applications must be filed at room 384, State House."

Gov Curley had this to say regarding the signs: "I wish to divorce as far as possible politics from the transaction of business here. There is a separate division for those seeking jobs. I intend to devote my time, effort and attention to the business of Government rather than the politics of Government."
INTEREST IN TAUNTON
POSTMASTERSHIP

Walsh-Curley Contest Seen
in Appointment

TAUNTON, Jan 21—Whether Senator Walsh or Gov. Curley will be instrumental in naming the next postmaster here is a matter of interest. The official term of the incumbent, D. D. Reed, expires at midnight tonight.

A questionnaire was received last week seeking the qualifications of persons applying for the job. It came from the Department of Civil Service. Because it may take time to select his successor, it is believed that Postmaster Reed will stay on the job for another month. Several persons seek the post.

---

POSTMASTERSHIP

GLOBE
Boston, Mass.

JAN 21 1935

ALLEN AND FULLER
AID BIRTHDAY BALL

Curley, Mayor and Consuls
Also Box Holders

Ex-Gov Frank G. Allen of Norwood is among the box holders for the Roosevelt birthday ball to be held tonight at the Boston Garden Jan 30.

---

SIGNS OUTSIDE GOVERNOR'S OFFICE TO AID THE PUBLIC

For the information and convenience of callers at Gov Curley's office, two large signs have been placed at the entrance to the Executive suite on the third floor. One gives a list of the Governor's regular weekly appointments and the other refers to applications for employment.

Letters in gold on a background of black, each sign sets forth its purpose. That on the right, facing the door, reads:

"No Applications for Employment Will be Received at This Office. All Applications Must BeFiled at Room 304, State House.""

Gov Curley had this to say regarding the signs:

"I wish to divorce as far as possible politics from the transaction of business here. There is a separate division for those seeking jobs. I intend to devote my time, effort and attention to the business of Government rather than the politics of Government."
INTEREST IN TAUNTON
POSTMASTERSHIP

Walsh-Curley Contest Seen in Appointment

TAUNTON. Jan 21—Whether Senator Walsh or Gov. Curley will be instrumental in naming the next postmaster here is a matter of interest. The official term of the incumbent, Silas D. Reed, expires at mid-week seeking the qualifications of persons applying for the job. It came to the attention of the Department of Civil Service. Because it may take some time to select his successor, it is believed that Postmaster Reed will stay on the job for another year. Several persons seek the post.

PLAN NEWTON BANQUET
to Honor Gov. Curley

NEWTON, Jan 21—Plans for a "Gov. Curley Banquet" to be served in the West Newton Armory, March 19, were announced at a meeting of the Middlesex County Italian League last night at the Mountain Athletic Club, Fitch's Corner. Maj. Peter C. Borre was elected chairman. The other officers are Joseph Talarico, vice chairman; Thomas Vassalli, treasurer; Frederick LoChiatto, publicity and advertising; Paul D'Amato, speakers and invited guests; Angelo T. Ambrosi, reception.

Meetings of the league will be held weekly throughout Middlesex County.

For the information and convenience of callers at Gov. Curley's office, State House, two large signs have been placed at the outer entrance to the Executive suite on the third floor. One gives a list of the Governor's regular weekly appointments and the other refers to applications for employment.

The signs are an innovation, as no such attempt has been made in previous administrations to facilitate the matter of the long lines of visitors, who wish to divorce as far as possible politics from the transaction of business here. There is a separate division for those seeking jobs. I intend to devote my time, effort and attention to the business of Government rather than the politics of Government. I wish to divorce as far as possible politics from the transaction of business here. There is a separate division for those seeking jobs. I intend to devote my time, effort and attention to the business of Government rather than the politics of Government.
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GOV CURLEY IS FACING F \n\nDeclares $1,700,000 Deficit
\nBanks Has Been Foreclosed

The Governor of Massachusetts has declared that the State has a deficit of $1,700,000, the most staggering deficit ever faced by the State. The Governor announced last night, upon leaving his State House offices, where he spent his Sunday studying the financial status of the Commonwealth.

"I find that the facts are as I have been reporting," he continued. "The State was reported to have a surplus of $600,000 at the time of my inauguration. I find that $1,000,000 has been foreclosed, making this surplus is in closed banks. The Commonwealth will have to face a deficit of $1,700,000, and the Governor will have to raise several million dollars to meet an impending deficit which would ensue from expenditures necessary during the coming year."

"The State of Massachusetts is actually extremely serious," the Governor said.

Confederates Withdraw

"Sherrymen and the Confederate withdrawals were the battle of Appomattox and surrender of the army of Gen. Lee," the Governor said.

"In Appomattox, Gen. Lee gave his sword to the Union general who had captured him. In surrender of the army, the Confederates gave up their arms to the Union army."

Confederates soon after their surrender demanded the restoration of Gen. John M. Corse, Democrat, who entered the army as a major of Iowa volunteers. He was among the first to enter the army and the last to leave it.

Confederates\n
The Governor said that, rather than have a surplus, the State will have to raise several millions of dollars to meet an impending deficit which would threaten the financial stability of the Commonwealth.

"If I have to take another tax, I will have to do it," the Governor said.

According to the law, the Governor has the power to declare a surplus, but he has never declared a surplus before. The Governor has been successful in forcing the banks to pay off their loans to the State.

Citations for Service

The Governor said that the State has a surplus, but that it is not enough to meet the deficit. The Governor said that the Commonwealth will have to raise several million dollars to meet the deficit.

Confederates Withdraw

"The Governor said that, rather than have a surplus, the State will have to raise several millions of dollars to meet an impending deficit which would threaten the financial stability of the Commonwealth."

"If I have to take another tax, I will have to do it," the Governor said.

According to the law, the Governor has the power to declare a surplus, but he has never declared a surplus before. The Governor has been successful in forcing the banks to pay off their loans to the State.

Citations for Service

The Governor said that the State has a surplus, but that it is not enough to meet the deficit. The Governor said that the Commonwealth will have to raise several million dollars to meet the deficit.

Confederates Withdraw

"The Governor said that, rather than have a surplus, the State will have to raise several millions of dollars to meet an impending deficit which would threaten the financial stability of the Commonwealth."

"If I have to take another tax, I will have to do it," the Governor said.

According to the law, the Governor has the power to declare a surplus, but he has never declared a surplus before. The Governor has been successful in forcing the banks to pay off their loans to the State.

Citations for Service

The Governor said that the State has a surplus, but that it is not enough to meet the deficit. The Governor said that the Commonwealth will have to raise several million dollars to meet the deficit.

Confederates Withdraw

"The Governor said that, rather than have a surplus, the State will have to raise several millions of dollars to meet an impending deficit which would threaten the financial stability of the Commonwealth."

"If I have to take another tax, I will have to do it," the Governor said.

According to the law, the Governor has the power to declare a surplus, but he has never declared a surplus before. The Governor has been successful in forcing the banks to pay off their loans to the State.

Citations for Service

The Governor said that the State has a surplus, but that it is not enough to meet the deficit. The Governor said that the Commonwealth will have to raise several million dollars to meet the deficit.

Confederates Withdraw

"The Governor said that, rather than have a surplus, the State will have to raise several millions of dollars to meet an impending deficit which would threaten the financial stability of the Commonwealth."

"If I have to take another tax, I will have to do it," the Governor said.

According to the law, the Governor has the power to declare a surplus, but he has never declared a surplus before. The Governor has been successful in forcing the banks to pay off their loans to the State.

Citations for Service

The Governor said that the State has a surplus, but that it is not enough to meet the deficit. The Governor said that the Commonwealth will have to raise several million dollars to meet the deficit.

Confederates Withdraw

"The Governor said that, rather than have a surplus, the State will have to raise several millions of dollars to meet an impending deficit which would threaten the financial stability of the Commonwealth."

"If I have to take another tax, I will have to do it," the Governor said.

According to the law, the Governor has the power to declare a surplus, but he has never declared a surplus before. The Governor has been successful in forcing the banks to pay off their loans to the State.

Citations for Service

The Governor said that the State has a surplus, but that it is not enough to meet the deficit. The Governor said that the Commonwealth will have to raise several million dollars to meet the deficit.

Confederates Withdraw

"The Governor said that, rather than have a surplus, the State will have to raise several millions of dollars to meet an impending deficit which would threaten the financial stability of the Commonwealth."

"If I have to take another tax, I will have to do it," the Governor said.

According to the law, the Governor has the power to declare a surplus, but he has never declared a surplus before. The Governor has been successful in forcing the banks to pay off their loans to the State.

Citations for Service

The Governor said that the State has a surplus, but that it is not enough to meet the deficit. The Governor said that the Commonwealth will have to raise several million dollars to meet the deficit.

Confederates Withdraw

"The Governor said that, rather than have a surplus, the State will have to raise several millions of dollars to meet an impending deficit which would threaten the financial stability of the Commonwealth."

"If I have to take another tax, I will have to do it," the Governor said.

According to the law, the Governor has the power to declare a surplus, but he has never declared a surplus before. The Governor has been successful in forcing the banks to pay off their loans to the State. 
GOV CULLEY SAYS STATE TAGE ROW IS FACING HUGE DEFICIT-WIDE ISSUE

Declares $1,700,000 in Closed Banks Has Been Listed as Assets

When Corse is Recalled

Boston—Postmaster's

Bombard Farley

Seated, Left to Right—Charles F. Howard, commissioner of administration and finance; Gov. Curley; Carl A. Raymond, budget commissioner. Standing—Thomas B. Corse and his men inspired a Democrat and a Republican the other hymn, "Hold the Fort," which in the Massachusetts G.A.R. with the G. A. R.

James Roosevelt spent a week at the White House lately. His Massachusetts where he practiced law and opportunity to do so. They are also interested in the regular army at the close of the war, but preferred a civil career. They are still waiting for the White House.

Farley Stands

Alston

went over the situation with the President Friday. Asked for time to reach a decision by the Postmaster General, he says he is not disturbed by the criticism to date. That goes with him or not, he remarks, adding that most of it emanates from Republican politicians and Corse resisted the attempts of the local Democratic bosses to turn out the Republican rascals and fill their places with deserving Democrats.
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GOOD SENSE

The report of the "committee on judicial procedure" of the Chamber of Commerce is crisp and concise and full of meat. It goes right to the heart of the reasons for the scandalous delay in getting a trial in the Superior Court in civil cases—a matter of about four years in Suffolk county.

More power for the courts—the right of the judges to make rules for procedure as in the federal courts; the right to direct verdicts without useless delay; the right to discuss the evidence and, most important of all, the restoration of the true power of a judge to deal out justice rather than act as a mere umpire—is the remedy.

The committee endorses the suggestions made several times by the Post that the Superior Court be allowed, as is the United States Supreme Court, to dismiss without opinion obviously trivial cases and to restrict long written opinions to really important questions of law.

Fifty per cent of the cases which reach the Superior Court are a sheer waste of the court's time. The average cost of a jury trial to the State at $400 to $600 a day, is clear that the present fees are ridiculously inadequate. A suggestion is made that a jury case fee be put at $25, with an increase in the present entry fees. The State pays $400 to $500 a day for jury trials, and yet the average verdict is less than the cost of one day's trial to the State.

The committee places the stamp of approval on the changing of the attachment laws of the Commonwealth as recommended by Governor Curley in his inaugural address. The motion of the committee to create an appellate division of the superior court is recommended by Governor Curley's suggestion to create an appellate division of the superior court, and notes with "cordial approval" the Governor's suggestion for the Legislature. Such suggestions are added.

The committee was created because there is a need of a suitable method for reasonably uniform sentences or penalties for similar parking regulations. There are also small violations of the law which might well be disposed of without court action, as is the case now with violations of the parking regulations.

A particularly important part of the report is the recommendation that Superior Court judges fix on some method for reasonably uniform sentences or penalties for similar offenses. Some standard is needed.

The Legislature will undoubtedly give careful attention to these recommendations. If we must do something to relieve an unspeakable situation which makes justice to terribly long delays in this State, other rates and the State government have led the way. It is time Massachusetts removed some of the barnacles on the ship of justice.

TO AUDIT ACCOUNTS OF STATE

Governor Says There Is a Deficit of $1,050,000

Protesting that he had found a cash deficit of $1,850,000 at the State House, instead of a reported surplus of $650,000, Governor Curley last night ordered a complete and immediate audit of the accounts of the Commonwealth.

Passing up his Sabbath rest, the Governor worked for more than three hours yesterday afternoon at the State House with the financial officers of the Commonwealth, preparing the budget which he will present to the Legislature Wednesday.
GOOD SENSE

The report of the "committee on judicial procedure" of the Chamber of Commerce is crisp and concrete and full of meat. It goes right to the heart of the reason for the scandalous delay in getting a trial in the Supreme Court in civil cases—a matter of about two years in the federal courts.

More power for the courts—the right of the judges to make rules as in the federal courts; the right to direct verdicts without useless delay; the right to dignify the evidence and, most important of all, the restoration of the true power of a judge to deal out justice rather than act as a mere umpire—is the remedy.

The committee endorses the suggestion made several times by the Post that the Supreme Court be allowed, as is the United States Supreme Court, to dismiss without opinion obviously trivial cases and to refuse long written opinions to really important questions of law.

Fifty per cent of the cases which reach the Supreme Court are a sheer waste of the court's time. The court calendar is clogged with petty cases tried at exhorbitant expense to the State.

The way to do this, in the minds of the committee, is to strengthen confidence in them and be willing to bring the law which might well be discarded with "cordial approval" the Governor's message to the Legislature. Such suggestions are added.

Support Governor

The committee places the blame of a proposed bill changing the attachment laws of the Commonwealth on Governor Curley. Governor Curley is recommended by Governor Curley in his inaugural address, "We believe that there is merit in Governor Curley's suggestion to create an appellate division of the superior court, and that there is merit in Governor Curley's suggestion to create an appellate division of the Massachusetts municipal judges."

The committee endorses the Governor's recommendations and suggests that the Governor be appointed to the new courts. The committee was created because the Governor turned to the financial officers and said: "We must have a complete accounting department. We must have an accurate and complete record of all the revenues and expenditures of the State. We must have an accurate and complete record of the financial condition of the State and the financial condition of the people."

Support Governor

GOVERNOR CURLEY WORKING ON SUNDAY

The Governor has been working on a state budget for over a week, and is expected to have it ready for the next legislature. The Governor has been working on the state budget for over a week, and is expected to have it ready for the next legislature. The Governor has been working on the state budget for over a week, and is expected to have it ready for the next legislature. The Governor has been working on the state budget for over a week, and is expected to have it ready for the next legislature.
GOOD SENSE
The report of the Committee on Judicial Procedure of the Chamber of Commerce is crisp and concise and full of merit. It goes right to the heart of the reason for the scandalous delay in getting a trial in the Superior Court in civil cases—a matter of about four years in Suffolk county.

More power for the courts—the right to direct verdicts without useless delay; the right to discuss the evidence and, most important of all, the restoration of the true power of a judge to deal out justice rather than act as a mere umpire—is the suggestion made several times by the Post that the Supreme Court be allowed, as in the United States Supreme Court, to dismiss without opinion obviously trivial cases and to reserve long-suffering opinions to really important questions of law.

Fifty per cent of the cases which reach the Supreme Court are a sheer waste of the court's time.

With the average cost of a jury trial in the State set at $400 to $600, the committee endorses the suggestion of the "committee on Judicial Procedure" that there is merit in Governor Curley's recommendation to create an appellate division of the superior court, and notes the difficulty of the district court problem in terms of the Governor's report. Such suggestions that may be provided for witnesses can determine the depths to which the Governor's council will go in the restoration of the courts.

Sweeping proposals that Massachusetts judges assert themselves and sit in judgment in their courts instead of acting as umpires, that district courts be strengthened, and used as a quick and inexpensive form of justice, that the methods of administering justice be improved, the efficiency of private and public organizations, are among the recommendations of the report of progress of the Boston Chamber of Commerce Committee on Judicial Procedure, issued today after 28 months of investigation.

WOULD ADD TO POWERS OF JUDGES
Chamber of Commerce Legal Committee Makes Report

The committee places the stamp of approval on the changing of the attachment laws of the Commonwealth as recommended by Governor Curley in his inaugural address. It is suggested that new laws be added as the guest of the Governor's private secretary. He will pay a visit to Governor Curley to determine the depth to which the Governor will go in the restoration of the courts.

Support Governor
The committee places the stamp of approval on the changing of the attachment laws of the Commonwealth, as recommended by Governor Curley in his inaugural address. It is suggested that new laws be added as the guest of the Governor's private secretary. He will pay a visit to Governor Curley to determine the depth to which the Governor will go in the restoration of the courts.

SEES OPPORTUNITIES IN NEW ENGLAND
New England and especially Massachusetts can make great forward strides, in the opinion of the report of the "committee on judicial procedure," that there is merit in Governor Curley's recommendation to create an appellate division of the superior court, and notes the difficulty of the district court problem in terms of the Governor's report. Such suggestions that the members of the state council will be provided for witnesses can determine the depths to which the Governor's council will go in the restoration of the courts.

May Pay Salary Rise
He declared that although the bill is not yet law, the State has already made out of the money saved by the Governor's council, $3,308,000 more than was appropriated last year, and he predicted that next year's appropriation will be $6,000,000 more than the Governor's budget, "as the Governor has a very strong hand on the budget."}

GOVERNOR CURLEY WORKING ON SUNDAY
He is shown with budget officials at the State House yesterday. Left to right, seated, Chairman Charles P. Howard of the Commission on Administrative and Finance; Governor Curley and Tudor Commissioner Carl Raymond. Standing over them is State Auditor Thomas H. Buckley.
The report of the "committee on judicial procedure" of the Chamber of Commerce is crisp and concise and full of meat. It goes right to the heart of the reason for the unsatisfactory delay in getting a trial in the Supreme Court in civil cases—a matter of about four years. More power for the interest—the right of the judge to make rules for the procedure as in the federal courts; the right to direct verdicts without notice delay; the right to dispose of the evidence and, most important of all, the restriction of the true power of a judge to deal as justice rather than act as a mere umpire in the adversary system. The committee endorses the suggestion made several times by the Press that the Supreme Court be allowed, as is the United States Supreme Court, to dismiss without opinion absolutely certain cases and to render long-winded opinions to reach important decision of law.

Only a part of the cases which reach the Supreme Court are a sheer waste of the court's time.

The report remarks that the district court problem be dramatized and allowed to drag itself may be able to bring the trial to a point of the testimony give atm...

The report remarks that...
Favor But One Lawyer on Fin. Com.

Real Estate Owners Want Business Men on Board

A Boston Finance Commission made up of honest men, each of whom shall be substantially reimbursed for performance of sane and sound duty, is what the taxpayers of the city of Boston desire, members of the Massachusetts Real Estate Owners Association were told at a meeting held in Tremont Temple yesterday afternoon.

HARD-BOILED BUSINESS MEN

In a bitter attack on the policies pursued by the commission of late, speakers on yesterday's program stated that the time has come for the replacement of unfit members with men who have a thorough knowledge of business and know how to handle money. The association, in the whole, it was pointed out, favors the retention of the Finance Commission, provided that it is made up of persons who will do what is right for those who bear the burden of financing the city.

“We are in favor of the retention of the Boston Finance Commission,” stated Michael C. Ryan, second vice-president of the association, but it is our belief that it should be composed of hard-boiled business men. Of its five members, but one, the chairman, should be an attorney. The remaining four members should be men trained along business lines and having expert knowledge as to the handling of money.

One for Taxpayers

“In addition to that, one member of the commission should be a representative of the taxpayers of the city. It is our hope that the Finance Commission, in its wisdom, will realize that this representation is essential, as it is the only way the taxpayers can be protected.”

Alexander H. Rice, a director of the association, in an attack on Governor Curley’s campaign slogan of “low wages,” stated that as long as the depression continues to exist there is the slightest chance of the city working its way out of the depths of depression. Real estate owners will not spend the money or put the men to work, he said, so long as the present tax rate holds.

Those present at the meeting voted unanimously to request of Attorney George B. Parmum that he attend their next meeting and give an account of his investigation for the Finance Commission.

URGES UNITED G. O. P. FRONT

Hannigan Scores State House “Burlesques”

In issuing a call for the annual meeting of the Republican Club of Massachusetts, which takes place a week from tonight, Major Judson Hannigan, retiring president, sent a message to Republicans to present a united front to wage a strong battle against the “burlesques of the present Governor, such as the recent hearings on the Boston Finance Commission.”

Major Hannigan said the Republicans have an active participation in the present State government. He charged that the recent hearing was “an inquisition instituted to assure the concealment of injuries.”

He said the affairs of the Mohawk Trading Company “and other assaults on the public purse” were being concealed by the hearings, and that unless the Republicans intervened, other “burlesques” would be started at the State House during the present administration.

The election of a new president of the club will take place at the meeting.
It is traditional in Massachusetts that the Senator names the Postmaster of Boston!

I am the Patronage Boss of the New Deal!

The Patronage Crusaders

It is traditional in Massachusetts that the Senator names the Postmaster of Boston!

I am the Patronage Boss of the New Deal!

Patronage Crusaders

The taxpayers are not to be protected.

Alexander R. Rice, a director of the association, in an attack on Governor Curley's campaign slogan of "work and wages," stated that as long as the taxes continue to mount there is not the slightest chance of the city working its way out of the depths of depression. Real estate owners will not spend the money or put the men to work, he said, as long as the present tax rate holds.

Those present at the meeting voted unanimously to request of Attorney General R. Farnum that he attend the next meeting and give an account of his investigation for the Finance Committee.
ADDED FUNDS TO MAKE JOBS

Ely Attributes Curley's $3,000,000 Item to Work Proposal

New York City, Jan. 31—Governor Ely has been criticized for
his proposal for a $3,000,000 work relief bill, which will be
considered by the Legislature tomorrow. The bill is
intended to provide employment for
the unemployed in the city.

SEE CIVIL SERVICE AS REAL ISSUE

Disrupted if Tague Is Approved as the Postmaster

ACTION VIOLATION OF ROOSEVELT ORDER

Rule of 1933 Planned to End Spots System

By ROBERT L. NORTON

Washington, Jan. 31—While the political party criteria versa the
judicial nomination principle is a more
the fundamental controversy,
the process which it is suggested
may be followed in the naming of the
Champagne Court has been subjected to
a new interpretation in light of the
recently issued order of the executive
order by President Roosevelt, July 12,
1933.

Even if Postmaster Hurley, a
career man with some 38 years of
service as Postmastereneral, to send
the postoffice department each to send
the Civil Service Commission, the
appointments of the various candidates. The
appointments have been filed since
March 4 made it evident that if this
might be accomplished by legislation

WASHINGTON, Jan. 20—It is
announced that the naming of "Acting
postmasters" is an evasion of the ad-
ministration.

Order May Suppress REAL ISSUE

Although the appointment of Post-
master General after a conference with
the Postmaster General to submit to
the President, July 12, 1933.

This is the interesting political lineup
of his own order.

Although the appointment of Post-
master Hurley continuing as a hold-
over by President Roosevelt. The Ira-
nette, the chances are that there will
be political service and all other citi-
gans, including postal employees, would
be prohibited from engaging in politics by the rules of the
department.
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ADDENDUM

TO MAKE JOBS

Ely Attributes Curley's $3,000,000 Plan to Work Proposal

Any funds which the Governor of Massachusetts will raise this winter, according to Governor Ely, will be derived from a work program which will employ the unemployed in the state. The Governor has been active in this movement for several weeks, and has been in communication with various officials of the state to secure cooperation in the plan.

Governor Ely attributes the success of the plan to the fact that it will provide work for those who are without employment. He believes that the unemployed will benefit greatly from the program, and that it will also provide a stimulus to the state's economy.

Governor Ely has been in communication with various officials of the state to secure cooperation in the plan. He has been in communication with the mayor of Boston, the mayor of Cambridge, and the mayor of other cities in the state. He has also been in communication with the state legislature to secure approval of the plan.

Governor Ely has been in communication with various officials of the state to secure cooperation in the plan. He has been in communication with the mayor of Boston, the mayor of Cambridge, and the mayor of other cities in the state. He has also been in communication with the state legislature to secure approval of the plan.

Governor Ely has been in communication with various officials of the state to secure cooperation in the plan. He has been in communication with the mayor of Boston, the mayor of Cambridge, and the mayor of other cities in the state. He has also been in communication with the state legislature to secure approval of the plan.
President's Order May Balk Naming of Tague

Continued From Page One

The new executive order authorizes the President to make appointments of postmasterships by law under the civil service. If no such person is nominated, a test examination will be given and the name of the highest rated candidate will be submitted to the President. If there is no one of this rating, the name of the next highest rated candidate will be submitted. If there is no one of this rating, the name of the next highest rated candidate will be submitted. This process will continue until a candidate is found who meets the requirements.

The letter of President Roosevelt to the Postmaster General gives the following reasons for his action:

"The studies which you have made of the existing law relating to third-class offices have convinced me that the issuance of a general executive order authorizing the Superintendent of Post Offices to make appointments of postmasterships by law under the civil service and the examination of such candidates, as authorized by the Civil Service Act of 1893 and by the Civil Service Act of 1894, is necessary in order to secure a better class of postmasters than is now obtaining."

The President further states that the examination will be open to all citizens qualified by the Civil Service Commission. The only test will be political service and all other citizens, qualified by the Civil Service Commission, will be excluded from consideration.

The letter also states that the President will make no appointment of postmaster where there is an open competitive examination in progress. All appointments made under the new order will be subject to the civil service laws and regulations.

On Jan. 2, 1935, the President signed an executive order which authorized the President to make appointments of postmasterships by law under the civil service. The order was signed after the President had been informed of the fact that the Department of Commerce was about to make appointments of postmasterships by law under the civil service. The President had been informed of the fact that the Department of Commerce was about to make appointments of postmasterships by law under the civil service.

"It was upon the basis of this study that the President signed the executive order," the letter reads. "The President believes that the appointment of postmasterships by law under the civil service will result in a better class of postmasters than is now obtaining."
ELKS TO BANQUET

JAMES R. CLAFLIN
Deputy-Supt. of Police to Be Honored Wednesday

Deputy Superintendent of Police James R. Claflin will be tendered a testimonial banquet in recognition of his recent promotion, under the auspices of Boston Lodge of Elks, at the Elks Club, Wednesday.

Gov. James M. Curley, Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield, Sergeant Martin H. King and Dist.-Atty. William J. Foley, head the invited guests. Other dignitaries of state, city and fraternal prominence are expected to be present.


McKenney to Be Named To Finance Commission

Joe McKenney to Be Named To Finance Commission

Neal J. Holland of 72 Beacon street, Dorchester, a realty appraiser, last night notified Gov. Curley that his private business would bring him before the board of tax appeals and might cause a conflict of duties if he were to accept an invitation to serve on the finance commission as successor to Charles Moorfield Storey. Gov. Curley agreed and said he had another person in mind for the office.

Charles D. Hasson first declined the offer, on the ground that he once appeared in behalf of Edmund L. Dolan, formerly city treasurer, whose activities are under investigation by the finance commission.

Curley Will Nominate "Joe" McKenney Wednesday

Gov. Curley announced this afternoon that on Wednesday he will send to the executive council the nomination of "Joe" McKenney, football coach at Boston College, to be a member of the finance commission. McKenney, who lives in Brighton, will be nominated to fill the vacancy caused by the removal of Charles Moorfield Storey.

Curley Advocates Japanese Embargo

Revolution There Better Than Here, He Says

Gov. Curley today advocated a strict embargo on all Japanese merchandise, expressing the belief that barring all Japanese products would lead to a revolution in Japan. He said it would be better to have the revolt there than here.

His sharp criticism was made during a visit by a Chinese delegation which called at the State House to discuss plans for closer relationship between Chinese and American business men.

Included in the group were K. C. Li, Teng, Mei and F. D. William Chinery of the Chinese import bureau, Lee Pong and Frank Fitzpatrick of the Chinese trade bureau.
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Curley Advocates Japanese Embargo

Revolution There Better Than Here, He Says

Gov. Curley today advocated a strict embargo on all Japanese merchandise, expressing the belief that barring all Japanese products would lead to a revolution in Japan. He said it would be better to have the revolt there than here.

His sharp criticism was made during a visit by a Chinese delegation which called at the State House to discuss plans for closer relationship between Chinese and American business men.

Included in the group were K. C. Li, Teng, Mei and F. D. William Chinery of the Chinese import bureau, Lee Pong and Frank Fitzpatrick of the Chinese trade bureau.
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Curley to Nominate Him
for Fin Com Post on

Wednesday

(Continued from First Page)

"I think it would be well for a mem-
ber of the finance commission to
have some knowledge of ancient
history," said the Governor, today.

Edward D. Hassan was at first nomi-
nated to succeed Storey, but later asked
that his name be withdrawn, declaring:
"I think it would be well for a mem-
ber of the finance commission to
have some knowledge of ancient
history." He was a close friend of the late
James M. Curley, Jr.

GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL

Charles D. Hasson first declined the
commission, but said he would con-
side a second offer, on the ground that he once ap-
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and Frank Fitzpatrick of the Chins-
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McKenney is married and has three
children.
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ELKS TO BANQUET

JAMES R. CLAFLIN

Deputy-Supt. of Police to Be Honored Wednesday

Deputy Superintendent of Police James R. Cleflin will be tendered a testimonial banquet in recognition of his recent promotion, under the auspices of Boston Lodge of Elks, at the Elks Club, Wednesday.

Gov. James M. Curley, Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield, Dist. Atty. William T. Head, the invited guests. Other dignitaries of state, city and fraternal prominence are expected to be present.
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CURLEY ADVOCATES JAPANESE EMBARGO

Revolution There Better Than Here, He Says

Gov. Curley today advocated a strict embargo on all Japanese merchandise, expressing the belief that "barring all Japanese products would lead to a revolution in Japan . . . it would be better to have the revolution there than here."

His sharp criticism was made during a visit by a Chinese delegation which called at the State House to discuss plans for closer relationship between Chinese and American business men.

Included in the group were K. C. Lu, Tehyi Hsieh and Dr. William Chenery of the Chinese import bureau, Lee Fong and Frank Fitzpatrick of the Chinese trade bureau.

STOREY'S POST STILL UNFILLED

Neal J. Holland of 72 Revere street, Dorchester, a realty appraiser, last night notified Gov. Curley that his private business would make it impossible for him to accept an offer to serve on the finance commission as successor to Charles Moorefield Storey. Gov. Curley agreed and said he had another person in mind for the office.

Charles D. Hasson first declined the offer, on the ground that he once appeared in behalf of Edmund L. Dolan, formerly city treasurer, whose activities are under investigation by the finance commission.

GOV. CURLEY LISTS MEETING SCHEDULE

Tablet Affixed to Wall of Outer Office

Gov. Curley today put into effect a schedule of hours for meeting with various persons similar to the schedule he worked by while he was mayor.

A wooden tablet, affixed to the wall of the outer office near the corridor made public his allocation of time which he will give to those having business with him. The schedule follows:

Monday—Members of the Legislature from 11 A. M. to 1 P. M. and from 3 to 5 in the afternoon.

Tuesday is reserved for the public, but only for those having an appointment.

Wednesday is reserved for the Governor's council.

Thursday from 11 to 3 is reserved for various persons similar to the schedule he worked by while he was mayor.

A wooden tablet affixed to the wall of the outer office near the corridor made public his allocation of time which he will give to those having business with him. The schedule follows:

Monday—Members of the Legislature from 11 A. M. to 1 P. M. and from 3 to 5 in the afternoon.

Tuesday is reserved for various persons similar to the schedule he worked by while he was mayor.
Collector of Police honorable Wednesday.

Deputy Superintendent of Police James R. Claflin will be tendered a testimonial banquet in recognition of his recent promotion, under the auspices of Boston Lodge of Elks, at the Elks Club, Wednesday.

Gov. James M. Curley, Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield, Capt. Martin H. King and Dist.-Atty. William J. Foley, head the invited guests. Other dignitaries of state, city and fraternal prominence are expected to be present.
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The recent public hearings conducted by Gov. Curley before the executive council in the removal of Joseph Doyle, Donahue and Charles M. Story from the Boston finance commission are characteristic of Mr. Judson Hannigan as a "bureaucratic judicial procedure" in the official opinion of members of the Republican Club of Massachusetts of the 4th district, with is held by Douglas D. Brown, a member of the commission.
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Back of Millen will contest for the presidency in 1936. Robert T. Bunnell of Waban, the choice of the state nomination committee.

The nominating committee's other officers are: Secretary, John L. Hurley of Brooklyn and treasurer, Harry C. Field of Waltham.
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Edward T. Murphy of Fall River, Joseph O. Tarbell of Lincoln, John W. Morgan of Lynn, Max Ulin of Boston, William S. Lowell of Melrose, Curtis W. Gilson of Framingham, John A. Baldwin of Boston, Philip, owner of Brookline, the owner of A. O. Beach of Waltham, R. Butcher of Quincy, Roger W. Chafee of Weymouth and Garret J. Swan of Brookline.


The Foreign Affairs School opens in Agassiz house, Radcliffe, tomorrow. The club's 44th annual meeting will be held tomorrow and Wednesday, and evening sessions to be held each year under the auspices of the Massachusetts League of Women Voters.
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Gov. Curley Plans Budget! Charles P. Howard of the State Department of Administration, State Auditor Thomas H. Buckley, and Gov. James M. Curley, l. to r., at the State House yesterday working on the budget for the Commonwealth.

(Daily Record Photo)
The name of Joe McKenney, football coach and professor of history at Boston College, will be submitted to the Governor's Council on Wednesday as a member of the finance commission. Governor Curley announced today.

Governor Curley and the football mentor have been close friends for years. McKenney will replace Charles M. Storey, recently ousted. McKenney was appointed a professor at Boston College two years ago. He is the third person to be offered the post.

The vacancy on the finance commission, Governor Curley announced today, was met with two large notices on either side of the doors. The one to the left read:

"Governors Office and the financial commission, Governor Curley asked me on Governor Curley today. The group was led by Judge Lee Fong, who discussed with the governor business relations between this country and China. The notice at the right gave the following: Monday, legislature; Tuesday, executive business; Wednesday, executive suite on Beacon Hill; Thursday, executive department today, all applications must be received at this office. All applications must be at Room No. 336, State House.

Governor Curley is leaning toward abandonment and demolition of the state prison in Charlestown, it was learned today. At his inaugural, the governor favored the prison as a receiving station at the Concord reformatory or at the Norfolk prison.

A delegation of Chinese financial officials, representatives of the Kwang-Tung provincial government, called on Governor Curley today. The group was led by Judge Lee Fong, who discussed with the governor business relations between this country and China.

Other groups included H. C. Lo, representative of the Mukden Chamber of Commerce, and Dr. T. L. Kuo, Dr. William E. Chenery and Dr. J. E. Goedhar and Fran Fitpatrick of the Chinese Press Board. The group also called on Mayor Mansfield.

A reduction in the gas and electric light rates in this state will be asked by Governor Curley at a conference in his office in the State House, Thursday, he announced today. Public utilities representatives will sit in.

The vacancy on the finance commission caused by the resignation of Charles Moorfield Storey is yet to be filled by Governor Curley.

Governor Curley moved today to weed out the big crowd of job seekers and the curious who have been gathering in the outer rooms of the executive suite on Beacon Hill. When the advance guard arrived at the executive department today, they were met with two large notices on either side of the doors. The one to the left read:

"No applications for employment will be received at this office. All applications must be filled at Room No. 336, State House."
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McKENNEY FOR FIN. COM. CURLEY REVEALS

The name of Joe McKenney, football coach and professor of history at Boston College, will be submitted to the Governor's Council on Wednesday as a member of the finance commission, Governor Curley announced today.

Governor Curley and the football mentor have been close friends for years. McKenney will replace Charles M. Storey, recently ousted.

McKenney was appointed a professor at Boston College two years ago. He is the third person to be announced.

NEW PRISON Favored by Curley

Governor Curley is leaning toward abandonment and demolition of the state prison in Charlestown, it was learned today.

At his inaugural, the governor favored the prison as a receiving station for serious offenders. The governor, it is said, now believes that it would be more economical to establish the receiving station at the Concord reformatory or at the Norfolk prison.

CHINA LEADERS Call on Curley

A delegation of Chinese financiers, representatives of the Kwangtung provincial government, called on Governor Curley today.

The group was led by Judge Lee Fong, who discussed with the governor business relations between this country and China. Others in the group included K. C. Lu, representative of the Mukden Chamber of Commerce, and Dr. T. L. Koo, Dr. William E. Chenery and Dr. J. E. Goodbar and Fran Flitpatrick of the Chinese Trade Board. The visitors also called on Mayor Mansfield.

FINANCE JOB Goes Begging

The vacancy on the finance commission caused by ousting of Charles Moorfield Storey is yet to be filled by Governor Curley.

Neal J. Holland, a reality appraiser, will probably decline the offer because the other duties might conflict. Governor Curley announced that he has a third person in mind. Charles D. Hasse previously declined the post.

An appropriation of $100,000 for the initiation of a State "crime laboratory" under Attorney General Paul A. Dever will be insisted upon by Governor Curley in his budget recommendations, to be presented to the legislature today or tomorrow.
STATE NEEDS $3,308,000 MORE, SAYS GOV. CURLEY

After a long conference with state fiscal experts at the State House, Gov. Curley yesterday announced that he would be obliged to supplement the state budget by at least $3,308,000 to take care of increases in expenditures not provided for in the budget prepared for 1936 by former Gov. Ely.

He announced his estimate after discussing the financial requirements of the state with Thomas J. Buckley, state auditor; Charles P. Howard, state commissioner on administration and finance; and Carl A. Raymond, budget commissioner. At the conclusion of the conference, however, he asked for complete official figures, and indicated that the total might run considerably larger than anticipated.

He also decided that the apparent surplus of $450,000, which his predecessor had professed to hand over to him Jan. 1, was in reality a deficit of more than $1,000,000.

Deposits In Closed Banks

This, he explained, was because the sum of $1,700,000, which the state had on deposit in closed banks, had been carried by the previous administration as an asset. "In matters of fact, we can expect to lose about 60 per cent. of that, so I feel obliged to regard the item as a deficit of $1,050,000," he said.

One further financial trouble, the Governor disclosed, was that with all the PWA contracts let by his predecessor, amounting to $22,000,000, the federal government had thus far given the state only $4,500,000 out of a promised $6,000,000, and steps must soon be taken to obtain the difference, as the projects were all under way.

The supplementary budget will be incorporated in the Governor's message to the Legislature Wednesday, by which time he expects to have the complete figures available. He would not comment on his recommendations for means of meeting the additional expenditures. Two roads are open to the Legislature—borrowing on bond issues or new taxation—to provide the necessary additional revenue.

$1,308,000 To Restore Pay

The items involved in the supplementary budget which the Governor said should have been included in Mr. Ely's figures, were $1,308,000 for the restoration of state employee pay cuts, which became effective Jan. 1; $450,000 to meet the resumption of step rate pay increases to state employees; and $500,000 to pay the 10 per cent increase in the cost of food to state institutions, as estimated by experts.

A fourth item, which is incurred as a result of one of the Governor's favored plans, to place employees in all state institutions on a 48-hour week, will require $1,000,000 a year to pay 2,500 additional employees, soon to be appointed.

COMMENTS ON NOTED LAWYER

Hon. John P. Feehey, former Mayor of the city of Woburn, who was attorney for Governor James M. Curley in the recent Finance Commission removal cases, is the subject of the Boston Post's Town Gossip. The article in the Post depicts Feehey as one of the city's most interesting people. That Romanesque face of his, with the tumbled, sandy-gray hair, is one of the handsomest we've ever seen in a Massachusetts court room. He's so fundamentally belligerent that he's at his best when he wears the air of being fighting mad at a witness under cross-examination. And he goes at the unfortunate as if the fellow insulted the Feehey family escutcheon.

Then he moves up close to his victim, his hands held rigidly down at his side, as if struggling against the impulse to clench them and strike out. When he storms for a "yes" or "no" answer and the witness wants to elaborate, he keeps checking him. But at the end when the witness has lost his train of thought through subsequent questioning, Mr. Feehey has an adroit way of stepping back with all the courtesy this side of Emily Post, and asking: "Now, if there is anything you want to say—go ahead, take all the time and words you like and say it." The witness who now has his chance is left in a hole with apparently nothing to say.

There never has been a dull John P. Feehey cross-examination.
STATE NEEDS $3,308,000 MORE, SAYS GOV. CURLEY

After a long conference with state fiscal experts at the State House, Gov. Curley yesterday announced that he would be asked to supplement the state budget by at least $3,308,000 to take care of increases in expenditures not provided for in the budget prepared for 1935 by former Gov. Ely.

He announced his estimate after discussing the financial situation of the state with Thomas J. Buckley, state auditor; Charles P. Howard, state commissioner on administration and finance, and Carl A. Raymond, budget commissioner. At the conclusion of the conference, however, he asked for comments.

Mrs. McDermott Member of Democratic State Committee

Mrs. Theresa V. McDermott, president of the Governor Curley Women's club of Lowell, was elected a member of the Democratic state committee at a meeting in Boston last Saturday.

This new honor conferred on the local woman follows that of being named to the Democratic City committee, and gives her the reputation of being the youngest woman ever elected to the state organization. Mrs. McDermott has been given official recognition by Hon. John P. Feeney, former Mayor of the city of Woburn, who was attorney for Governor James M. Curley in the recent Finance Commission reappraisal of Huey Long.

Hon. John P. Feeney, the lawyer, belongs in a gallery with the city's most interesting people. That Romanesque face of his, with the tumbled, sandy-gray hair, is one of the handsomest we've ever seen in a Massachusetts court room. He's so fundamentally belligerent that he's at his best when he makes his plaudits heard.

Mrs. McDermott has his wholehearted endorsement of her achievements and feel that her dynamic enthusiasm in behalf of her party will make her one of the leading women organizers of Massachusetts in behalf of her party.

Starting last August with a committee of 11 women, known as the women's division of the Curley-for-governor club, Mrs. McDermott has steadily increased the membership of her organization to a certified membership of 1,124 women voters, all residents of greater-Lowell. This club, she believes, enjoys the honor of being the largest women's political organization in New England confining itself to one city. It does not claim to be state-wide. It is also the only club in the state having the honor of being named after the present governor. It has his wholehearted endorsement.

Mrs. McDermott's friends are proud of her achievements and feel that her dynamic enthusiasm in behalf of the Democratic party will make her one of the most prominent leaders in the entire state at the next election.
HURLEY, LANGLEY / CLASH IN SENATE

Action on Economic Security Order Delayed

The first controversy among members of the state Senate since its recent organization occurred yesterday when Senators Frank Hurley of Holyoke and Joseph A. Langone, Jr., of the North end, both Democrats, engaged in a sharp debate over the request of Senator Henry Parkman, Jr., of Boston for a suspension of rules to permit passage of his order for a committee to cooperate with the national administration's economic security program.

Senator Hurley and Langone had engaged in a few personalities the Senate refused to suspend its rules on a rollcall vote of 16 to 19, but Langone kept the question open by announcing he would seek reconsideration today.

Senator Parkman offered his order from the floor. It called for the appointment of six senators and 15 representatives to a joint committee to consider the duties which would be so speeded up an legislation that might be required to permit Massachusetts to take full advantage of President Roosevelt's suggestions for unemployment insurance, old age assistance and other measures for economic security.

Senator Parkman moved for suspension of rules to provide for immediate action on his order without delay and public hearings before the joint rules committee. The suspension was opposed by Senator Donald W. Nicholson of Wareham, the Republican floor leader, and by Senator James C. Scanlan of Somerville, the Democratic floor leader.

Senator Hurley's attack on Senator Langone provoked the response of Senator Parkman to permit immediate reconsideration of the rules. Hurley accused Langone of dilatory tactics in being responsible for more delay in passing the order than any other member of the Senate.

The roll call on Parkman's request for suspension of rules was 16 for and 19 against the order.

Governor and Storey / To the Editor of The Herald:
May I suggest that the admirable drawings of this morning depicting the recent annihilation of Mr. Storey be reproduced on your front page?

They should not be missed by any one. The humor and satire are rare, and might do a good deal to awaken the spirit of fair play which used to be a strong American quality. In it has not entirely disappeared.

Certainly the spectacle to which we have been treated recently by Mr. Curley might have been staged for a deaf and dumb society, so little general criticism has emerged.

If this is a sample of what is to follow, let us be prepared to be another Louisiana, and likewise take it lying down, as has been done to date.

KATHERINE DUNHAM LEITH.

Legislature

To the Editor of The Herald:

Would you be good enough to inform your pulped readers as to the text of eligibility for a place on the Boston finance commission? It seems that one member was removed because he had never taken a dishonest dollar. Will they insist that his successor admit that he has? Or must the new member be an ex-con?

KENNETH B. BOND.

A Possible Blessing

To the Editor of The Herald:

delicately unconscionable implications of the document announcing Mr. Storey's removal by the executive Sophia, if properly heeded by the voters of the state, may in the end make that document a blessing to citizens who appreciate Mr. Storey's courage and character—of whom we may trust there is still a very large majority in Massachusetts. The late elections were a humiliation to those who knew the qualities of some of the successful candidates. Yet this minority realize what will be required to make the procedure public opinion, when finally aware of the predicament of the state has got into, will sooner or later demand that the oath of office again be taken by the Governor, as Governor and Storey (Continued on Page Five)

Governor Believes Millions Owed State Can Be Collected

WOULD SOW NEW REVENUE PUZZLE

Budget Message to Be Submitted Tomorrow Not Yet Completed

By W. E. MULLINS

A careful examination of all income tax returns filed during the past 10 years by individuals having large incomes will be made this year by the state commissioner of corporations and taxation, to discuss the procedure that will be required to make the proposed examination.

CURLEY SEEKS MILLIONS

The Governor believes that several millions of dollars rightfully due the Commonwealth can be collected in this manner and thereby obviate the necessity of finding new sources of revenue to finance expenditures. Be a blessing to citizens who appreciate Mr. Storey's courageous and character—of whom we may trust there is still a very large majority in Massachusetts. The late elections were a humiliation to those who knew the qualities of some of the successful candidates. Yet this minority realize what will be required to make the procedure public opinion, when finally aware of the predicament of the state has got into, will sooner or later demand that the oath of office again be taken by the Governor, as

The Governor believes that several millions of dollars rightfully due the Commonwealth can be collected in this manner and thereby obviate the necessity of finding new sources of revenue to finance expenditures. He also is anxious to prevent any huge increase in the state tax. He al-

(Continued on Page Five)
HURLEY, LANGONE
CLASH IN SENATE
Action on Economic Security Order Delayed

The first controversy among members of the state Senate since its recent organization occurred yesterday when Senators Frank Hurley of Holyoke and Joseph A. Langone, Jr., of the North end, both Democrats, engaged in a sharp debate over the request of Senator Henry F. Parkman, Jr., of Boston for a suspension of rules to permit passage of his order for a committee to cooperate with the national administration's economic security program. After Hurley and Langone had engaged in a few personalities the Senate refused to suspend its rules on a roll-call vote of 16 to 19; but Langone kept the question open by announcing he would seek reconsideration at today's session.

Senator Parkman offered his order from the floor. It called for the appointment of six senators and 15 representatives to a joint special committee to consider the duties of which would be to speed up an legislation that might be required to permit Massachusetts to take full advantage of President Roosevelt's suggestions for unemployment insurance, old age assistance and other measures for economic security.

Senator Parkman moved for suspension of rules to provide for immediate action on his order without delay and public hearings before the joint rules committee. The suspension was opposed by Senator Donald W. Nicholson of Wareham, the Republican floor leader, and by Senator James C. Scanlon of Somerville, the Democratic floor leader.

Senator Hurley's attack on Senator

NOTABLES TO RECEIVE
AT LUNCHEON TODAY
Gov. James L. Curley, Miss N
Curley, Mrs. Allan T. Fuller, Mr. Mrs. Fabien Sviticky, Atty.-Gen. F. S
Dever, Arthur Pedler, Dr. and M. William H. Cheney, Dr. Gordon Brown Frederick Lamb, Raphael Marinho and Mrs. Amy Young Burn are among the guests expected to be in the receiving line at the luncheon of the Massachusetts Federation of Music Clubs at 1 P. M. today.

The soloists for the afternoon include Mrs. Helga Pany, Polish soprano; Miss Dana Selvi, Italian soprano; Norman de Rasko, tenor, and Hudson Basi Car
mody, bass.

Governor and Storey
To the Editor of The Herald:
May I suggest that Dahl's inimitable drawings of this morning depicting the recent annihilation of Mr. Storey be reproduced on your front page? They should not be missed by any one. The humor and satire are rare, and might do a good deal to awaken the spirit of fair play which used to be a strong American quality. Let us hope it has not entirely disappeared.

Certainly the spectacle to which we have been treated recently by Mr. Curley might have been staged for a deaf and dumb society, so little general criticism has ensued. If this is a sample of what is to follow, let us be prepared to be another Louisiana, and likewise take it lying down, as has been done to date.

KENNETH B. BOND.
Dedham, Jan. 18.

A Possible Blessing
To the Editor of The Herald:
The deliciously unconscious implications of the document announcing Mr. Storey's removal as the executive commi...
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Governor Believes Millions
Owed State Can Be Collected
WOULD SOLVE NEW
REVENUE PUZZLE
Budget Message to Be Submitted Tomorrow Not Yet Completed

By W. E. MULLINS
A careful examination of all income tax returns filed during the past 10 years by individuals having large incomes will be made this year by the state administration if the Legislature can be persuaded to pass the enabling legislation at its current session.

Atty.-Gen. Dever said last night that, at the suggestion of Gov. Curley, he will assign an assistant attorney-general today to confer with Henry F. Long, the state commissioner of corporations and taxation, to discuss the procedure that will be required to make the proposed examination.

CURLEY SEES MILLIONS
The Governor believes that several millions of dollars rightfully due the commonwealth can be collected in this manner and thus obviate the necessity of finding new sources of revenue to finance part of the expensive program of work and wages he proposes to sponsor between now and next June.

Under the present statutes the taxation commissioner cannot investigate...
State House Briefs

By Fred M. Knight

Heads of all state departments will be called into a conference with the Governor within the next few days to discuss an economy program in the various departments by which it is hoped to save $1,000,000 a year, or $10,000,000 in a year, because of the possibilities of the highway improvements with gasoline." said a state official from the Department of Public Works.

The Governor will hold a conference with representatives of a number of public utility companies Thursday afternoon in an effort to bring about a reduction in the cost of gas and electricity.

Nine legislative committees held their first meetings yesterday. Speaker Saltonstall requested the committee members to set their dates for public hearings as soon as possible.

Representative Thomas Doran of Dorchester attempted to have the House suspend rules to have an order which Representative Dorgan of Dorchester would have the Legislature express opposition to the United States entering the world court of the League of Nations.

Representatives Thomas Doran of Dorchester attempted to have the House suspend rules to have an order which Representative Dorgan of Dorchester would have the Legislature express opposition to the United States entering the world court of the League of Nations.

The Governor will hold a conference with representatives of a number of public utility companies Thursday afternoon in an effort to bring about a reduction in the cost of gas and electricity.

The Governor also agreed to a $250,000 loan for the purchase of beaches and parks to enlarge the facilities of the department for recreation.

The presence of stage and athletic stars marked yesterday's show, with Daphne Pollard and Bert Lytell, both visiting in Boston, visiting Albert C. Whitaker.

The stream-line effect on which the pleasure cars are patterned is carried out in the construction of the latest trucks and other machines in the higher priced class have been reduced more than $2000 after having been used a few times in demonstrations.

In an effort to evict the rating of automobile fatalities on the Worcester-Southwest cut-off, Secretary Arthur Sullivan of Worcester yesterday discussed with public works officials the question of obtaining a synchronized traffic signal system to control speeding over the 15-mile stretch.

A few minutes before the Governor's committee on highway safety also continued to attract attention. Various machines, equipped with automobile wheels, clutches and brakes, determine exactly how careful a driver the person who operates the wheel is.

The Governor will hold a conference with representatives of a number of public utility companies Thursday afternoon in an effort to bring about a reduction in the cost of gas and electricity.

The presence of stage and athletic stars marked yesterday's show, with Daphne Pollard and Bert Lytell, both visiting in Boston, visiting Albert C. Whitaker.

The stream-line effect on which the pleasure cars are patterned is carried out in the construction of the latest trucks and other machines in the higher priced class have been reduced more than $2000 after having been used a few times in demonstrations.

In an effort to evict the rating of automobile fatalities on the Worcester-Southwest cut-off, Secretary Sullivan of Worcester yesterday discussed with public works officials the question of obtaining a synchronized traffic signal system to control speeding over the 15-mile stretch.

A new employee of the Massachusetts highway department, Mr. Richard Brown, was given the information that he would be in charge of the department. Many good machines in the higher priced class have been reduced more than $2000 after having been used a few times in demonstrations.

The presence of stage and athletic stars marked yesterday's show, with Daphne Pollard and Bert Lytell, both visiting in Boston, visiting Albert C. Whitaker.

The stream-line effect on which the pleasure cars are patterned is carried out in the construction of the latest trucks and other machines in the higher priced class have been reduced more than $2000 after having been used a few times in demonstrations.

In an effort to evict the rating of automobile fatalities on the Worcester-Southwest cut-off, Secretary Sullivan of Worcester yesterday discussed with public works officials the question of obtaining a synchronized traffic signal system to control speeding over the 15-mile stretch.

A new employee of the Massachusetts highway department, Mr. Richard Brown, was given the information that he would be in charge of the department. Many good machines in the higher priced class have been reduced more than $2000 after having been used a few times in demonstrations.

The presence of stage and athletic stars marked yesterday's show, with Daphne Pollard and Bert Lytell, both visiting in Boston, visiting Albert C. Whitaker.

The stream-line effect on which the pleasure cars are patterned is carried out in the construction of the latest trucks and other machines in the higher priced class have been reduced more than $2000 after having been used a few times in demonstrations.

In an effort to evict the rating of automobile fatalities on the Worcester-Southwest cut-off, Secretary Sullivan of Worcester yesterday discussed with public works officials the question of obtaining a synchronized traffic signal system to control speeding over the 15-mile stretch.

A new employee of the Massachusetts highway department, Mr. Richard Brown, was given the information that he would be in charge of the department. Many good machines in the higher priced class have been reduced more than $2000 after having been used a few times in demonstrations.

The presence of stage and athletic stars marked yesterday's show, with Daphne Pollard and Bert Lytell, both visiting in Boston, visiting Albert C. Whitaker.
State Hot By FRED

Heads of all state departments,
the Governor within the next two days,
the various departments by which
save $1,000,000 a year. The program
in employment is planned.

Ally-Gen. Paul A. Dever had ac-
cepted invitations to be a guest at
dinner in Salem and Worcester,
Thursday night. The attorney-general
from one to the other, stopping off on
the way at the banquet to Senator
Arthur Langone, Jr., in Charlestown.

Following a conference with Col.
P. G. Kirk, commissioner of public
safety, the Governor said he would
ask the Legislature for the employ-
ment of 25 additional state police in
the "war against crime" campaign.

Representative Thomas Dorgan of
Dorchester attempted to have the House
suspend rules to have an order which
was rejected by Speaker Leverett Saltonstall.
Representative Dorgan's order would have
the Legislature express opposition to the
United States entering the world court
of the League of Nations.

Nine legislative committees held their
first meetings yesterday. Speaker Sal-
tonstall requested the committee mem-
bers to set their dates for public hear-
ings as soon as possible.

Tomorrow will be the 40th birthday of
Representative Fred B. Dole of Shel-
burne.

The Governor will hold a confer-
ence with representatives of a num-
er of public utilities companies
Thursday afternoon in an effort to
bring about a reduction in the cost of

A pair of new wooden signs appeared
yesterday affixed to the walls outside
the main entrance to the executive of-
fice building. These signs give the infor-
mation that "no applications for employment will
be received on Saturdays." The Governor "revealed the Governor's new schedule of appointments, which goes into effect this week.

From now on, the Governor will have
 definite hours each week to see persons

AUTO SHOW SETS NEW HIGH MARKS

Attendance Greater Than
Last Year and Sales
Mount Daily

GOVERNOR AND STAFF
TO ATTEND TONIGHT

Attendance records at the Boston au-
tomobile show continued to surpass last
year's figures yesterday, as more than
18,000 persons waded through slush and
thronged Mechanics blinding to inspect
the latest streamlined creations of the
automobile industry.

In keeping with the large attendance,
dealers reported that the strong influx of
visitors, which characterized the first
two days of the show was maintained
throughout yesterday.

Up to prospective buyers and the gen-
ral public are unusually interested in
the mechanical features of the various
models, as evidenced by the large
crowds which surrounded enclo-
sures where experts were pointing out
the latest chassis and body develop-
m ents.

The driving tests being conducted by
the Massachusetts State College in con-
nection with the Governor's committee
on highway safety also continued to
attract many visitors, especially those
with automatic wheels, clutches and brakes who determine exactly how careful a driver the person at the wheel is.

WOMEN BETTER THAN MEN IN
TEST

Thus far, women who have taken the
test have shown better results than the
men.

The stream-line effect on which the
pleasure cars are patterned is carried
out in the construction of the latest
trucks and delivery cars which are on
display on the basement floor.

The used car department, also in the
basement, continues to enjoy heavy
sales yesterday and last night, as near-
chitects prospective buyer visits the de-
partment after looking over the new
models. Many regular buyers in cars
driven only a few thousand miles are to
be found in this department. A good
number of machines in the higher priced
class have been reduced more than
$200 after having been used a few
times in demonstrations.

The presence of stage and athletic
stars marked yesterday's show, with
Daphne Nard and Bert Lytell, both
playing in Boston, visiting Albert C.
Hau, director, in the afternoon. Mr.
Alphonso Danforth, show chairman,
accompanied them on a tour of impres-
sionable visitors.

Daniel O'Mahoney, the wrestler, was
one of the first purchasers of the day,
buying a de luxe model sedan during a
visit to the show yesterday morning.

Sales of the accessory department
on the upper floor were reported last
tuesday as better than ever before. Si-
milar reports came from the radio de-
partment, Exhibits sponsored by na-
tonally-known lubricating companies
are attractively displayed on the upper floor.

Gov. Curley and several of his chief
associates will attend the show tomorrow
night, which has been designated as
"Mayor's Night." Mr. Curley and
his party will be greeted by Otto W.
Lasset, president of the Boston Auto-
mobile Association, and Mr.
Danforth.

CURLEY MAY SEEK
KAPLAN'S REMOVAL

Decision Depends on Develop-
ments Before Supreme Court

A decision to seek the immediate re-
moval of Judge Jacob J. Kaplan from
the Boston finance commission may
hinge on developments today before the
supreme court, where Judge Kaplan
will challenge the right of E. Mark Sulli-
van to serve as chairman, Gov. Curley
indicated last night.

If Judge Kaplan goes through with
his intention to test Sullivan's right to
the chairmanship to which he was ap-
pointed by Gov. Curley as successor to
Judge Kaplan, Mr. Curley may bring
charges of insubordination to the Gov-
ernor and the executive council against
Judge Kaplan.

The executive council will be asked
by the Governor tomorrow to suspend
its rules to provide for the immediate
confirmation of his nomination of Joseph
McKenna, football coach and profes-
or of history at Boston College,
to succeed Charles M. Storey as mem-
ber of the finance commission.

The Governor will withdraw his pend-
ing nomination of Edward D. Hassel
and submit McKenney's in its place.

McKenny has accepted the preferred
appointment and if he is confirmed
the commission will have three Boston Col-
lege graduates in its membership—
Chairman E. Marc Sullivan, William
Arthur Reilly and McKenney.

Before deciding to nominate Mc-
kenney the Governor had consulted
McKenny, who had consulted
McKenny's predecessor, former chief

at City Hall.

At the supreme court proceedings to-
day McKenney will be represented by per-
sonal counsel, while the Governor will
be represented by Henry P. Fielding,
who is his personal counsel.

Mayor's Night will be observed
Thursday, when Mr. Mansfield and
his party will be greeted by Otto W.
Lasset, president of the Boston Auto-
mobile Association, and Mr.
Danforth.
Which Is It, Governor?

In the national interest aroused by the threat that Boston may lose its unusually efficient postmaster, William E. Hurley, the New York Times makes a potent remark concerning the attitude of Governor Curley. As readers will recall, the governor, in his inaugural address, asked the General Court to destroy the legal tenure of all heads of departments and other commissioners now in office. It would be better, he said, to let the post office displace or retain anyone he chose. To quiet the minds of citizens who doubt whether this incumbent would be used to help or harm the public service, Governor Curley gave this assurance:

"So far as the Boston postmastership is concerned," says the Times, this means that Governor Curley "is committed" to the support of Mr. Hurley. Only calumniators can think otherwise.

In view of widespread reports of the governor's efforts to displace Mr. Hurley by an inexperienced incumbent of purely political type, the Times may be suspected of irony. But no one can challenge its soundness of logic. If there ever was a man who can "actually qualify" as a career official, he is the postmaster of Boston today, William E. Hurley. At the time points out, he "had a chance to qualify for his office as a letter carrier in 1899. Nominally a Republican, he had never dabbed in politics. His efficient administration has been satisfactory to Republicans and Democrats alike."

The issue is clear. Either Governor Curley considers it President Roosevelt's "duty and privilege" to retain Mr. Hurley in office, or else the words quoted from his inaugural address mean nothing at all. If the governor does not favor retaining such a man in the Federal service, there can be no one in the State service whom he would not cast down for the sake of a personal or political preference.

In the national interest stirred by the threat that Boston may lose its unusually efficient postmaster, William E. Hurley, the New York Times makes a potent remark concerning the attitude of Governor Curley. As readers will recall, the governor, in his inaugural address, asked the General Court to destroy the legal tenure of all heads of departments and other commissioners now in office. It would be better, he said, to let the post office displace or retain anyone he chose. To quiet the minds of citizens who doubt whether this incumbent would be used to help or harm the public service, Governor Curley gave this assurance:

"So far as the Boston postmastership is concerned," says the Times, this means that Governor Curley "is committed" to the support of Mr. Hurley. Only calumniators can think otherwise.

In view of widespread reports of the governor's efforts to displace Mr. Hurley by an inexperienced incumbent of purely political type, the Times may be suspected of irony. But no one can challenge its soundness of logic. If there ever was a man who can "actually qualify" as a career official, he is the postmaster of Boston today, William E. Hurley. At the time points out, he "had a chance to qualify for his office as a letter carrier in 1899. Nominally a Republican, he had never dabbed in politics. His efficient administration has been satisfactory to Republicans and Democrats alike."

The issue is clear. Either Governor Curley considers it President Roosevelt's "duty and privilege" to retain Mr. Hurley in office, or else the words quoted from his inaugural address mean nothing at all. If the governor does not favor retaining such a man in the Federal service, there can be no one in the State service whom he would not cast down for the sake of a personal or political preference.

In the national interest stirred by the threat that Boston may lose its unusually efficient postmaster, William E. Hurley, the New York Times makes a potent remark concerning the attitude of Governor Curley. As readers will recall, the governor, in his inaugural address, asked the General Court to destroy the legal tenure of all heads of departments and other commissioners now in office. It would be better, he said, to let the post office displace or retain anyone he chose. To quiet the minds of citizens who doubt whether this incumbent would be used to help or harm the public service, Governor Curley gave this assurance:

"So far as the Boston postmastership is concerned," says the Times, this means that Governor Curley "is committed" to the support of Mr. Hurley. Only calumniators can think otherwise.

In view of widespread reports of the governor's efforts to displace Mr. Hurley by an inexperienced incumbent of purely political type, the Times may be suspected of irony. But no one can challenge its soundness of logic. If there ever was a man who can "actually qualify" as a career official, he is the postmaster of Boston today, William E. Hurley. At the time points out, he "had a chance to qualify for his office as a letter carrier in 1899. Nominally a Republican, he had never dabbed in politics. His efficient administration has been satisfactory to Republicans and Democrats alike."

The issue is clear. Either Governor Curley considers it President Roosevelt's "duty and privilege" to retain Mr. Hurley in office, or else the words quoted from his inaugural address mean nothing at all. If the governor does not favor retaining such a man in the Federal service, there can be no one in the State service whom he would not cast down for the sake of a personal or political preference.
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Which Is It, Governor? / In the national interest aroused by the threat that Boston may lose its unusually efficient postmaster, William E. Hurley, the New York Times makes a potent remark concerning the attitude of Governor Curley. As readers will recall, the governor, in his inaugural address, asked the White House to destroy the legal tenure of all heads of State departments and other commis

Hearing Friday to Determine if Full Bench Gets Fin. Com. Case

Judge Edward D. Pierce of the Supreme Court will hear the merits of the petition of Judge Jacob K. Kaplan to be recognized as chairman of the Boston Finance Commission, at a session of the court Friday. At the conclusion of the introduction of evidence and arguments, the judge will determine whether the petition should be thrown out or reserved for the consideration of the full bench of the Supreme Court.

Leon Newman, representing Kaplan, today asked Judge Pierce to report the case to the full court for immediate action. Francis R. Mullin, counsel for E. Mark Sullivan, named by Governor Curley to replace Kaplan as chairman, although the latter's term had not expired and, as he contends, there was no valid reason for his removal, opposed the suggestion of Newman. Mullin said:

Capital Ponders Hurley Ouster

White House Believed Concerned That It Might Cause Senate Ructions

Special to the Transcript:

Washington, Jan. 22—The final decision of President Roosevelt on the Boston postmastership has now assumed a national significance. Though Postmaster General Farley has not formally submitted to the White House the name of former Commissioner Peter F. Tague, as successor to William E. Hurley, the Transcript learned today that the White House has been under study by the White House.

Louta McMillan, secretary to the President, and a resident of Massachusetts, has been following the situation rather closely, particularly noting the reaction of the Boston newspapers and business men of the city to the plan of Governor Curley to oust Hurley, a career man.

The Boston position furthermore provides the first big test of the executive order covering postmasterships, and the White House is believed to feel some special interest in the development of the Boston situation.

2 Park Square

TONIGHT'S Radio Specials

6:15—WHZ—Message from Gov. James M. Curley
6:45—WAB—Howard Barlow and His Orchestra
7:15—WHZ—Morton Downey
7:30—WEEL—After Dinner Revue
8:00—WEEL—Phil Dwyer and Relsman's Orchestra
8:30—WNAQ—Vivienne Segal, soprano; Oliver Smith, tenor
9:00—WNAQ—Ring Crosby and the Mills Brothers
9:30—WEEL—Ed Wynn; Duchin's Orchestra
10:00—WEEL—Opereata, "Paganini"
10:15—WEEL—White Star Orchestra, tenor
10:30—WEEL—Hopkins Orchestra
11:00—WZB—Rudy Vallee's Orchestra

TRIANGULAR BOAT RACE

JAN 2 1935
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Boston, Mass.

JAN 22 1935

A Good Appointment

Many a good citizen has faith in the personal abilities of Joseph McKenney, whom Governor Curley has named to the Finance Commission. Of excellent record during his student years at Boston College, his ability as a scholar is further attested by his recent appointment to serve there as a teacher in the department of history. His high standing among athletes is widely recognized, and this is a tribute not merely to his physical prowess but to his character. Though it does not appear that he has had extensive experience in matters of government, the same has been true of other men in the past who have made worthy members of the Finance Commission.

In commending Governor Curley for this appointment, it is impossible not to note that one of the most favorable features of the governor's present choice is the nominee's freedom from any active relation to the last municipal administration. In view of the fact that acts and affairs transpiring during the governor's second term, as mayor, are now under investigation by the Finance Commission, this is an important consideration. Obviously, it does not appear in the case of the governor's present choice for the chairmanship of the commission, since Mr. Sullivan was corporation counsel to the city of Boston during the governor's third term as mayor.

Which Is It, Governor? / In the national interest aroused by the threat that Boston may lose its unusually efficient postmaster, William E. Hurley, the New York Times makes a potent remark concerning the attitude of Governor Curley. As readers will recall, the governor, in his inaugural address, asked the White House to destroy the legal tenure of all heads of State departments and other commissioners now in office. It would be better, he said, to let the governor displace or retain anyone he chose. To quiet the minds of citizens who doubt whether this immense power would be used to help or harm the public service, Governor Curley assured the public:

Under any system, elected officials would consider it both a duty and a privilege to retain in office men and women who could actually qualify as career officials.

Many a good citizen has faith in the personal abilities of Joseph McKenney, whom Governor Curley has named to the Finance Commission. Of excellent record during his student years at Boston College, his ability as a scholar is further attested by his recent appointment to serve there as a teacher in the department of history. His high standing among athletes is widely recognized, and this is a tribute not merely to his physical prowess but to his character. Though it does not appear that he has had extensive experience in matters of government, the same has been true of other men in the past who have made worthy members of the Finance Commission.

In commending Governor Curley for this appointment, it is impossible not to note that one of the most favorable features of the governor's present choice is the nominee's freedom from any active relation to the last municipal administration. In view of the fact that acts and affairs transpiring during the governor's second term, as mayor, are now under investigation by the Finance Commission, this is an important consideration. Obviously, it does not appear in the case of the governor's present choice for the chairmanship of the commission, since Mr. Sullivan was corporation counsel to the city of Boston during the governor's third term as mayor.
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A Good Appointment

Many a good citizen has faith in the personal merit of Joseph McKenney, whom Governor Curley has nominated to the Finance Commission. Of excellent record during his student years at Boston College, his ability as a scholar is further attested by his recent appointment to serve there as a teacher in the department of history. His high standing among athletes is widely recognized, and this is a tribute not merely to his physical prowess but to his character. Though it does not appear that he has had extensive experience in matters of government, the same has been true of other men in the past who have made worthy members of the Finance Commission.

In commending Governor Curley for this appointment, it is impossible not to note that one of the most favorable features of the governor's present choice is his nominee's freedom from any active relation to the last municipal administration. In view of the fact that acts and actions during that period are now under investigation by the Finance Commission, this is an important consideration. Obviously, it does not appear in the case of the governor's present nominee for the chairmanship of the commission, since Mr. Sullivan was corporation counsel to the city of Boston during the governor's third term as mayor.

Which Is It, Governor?!

In the national interest averted by the threat that Boston may lose its unusually efficient postmaster, William E. Hurley, the New York Times makes a potent remark concerning the attitude of Governor Curley. As readers will recall, the governor, in his inaugural address, asked the General Court to destroy the legal tenure of all heads of State departments and other commissioners now in office. It would be better, he said, to let the governor displace or retain anyone he chose. To quiet the minds of citizens who doubt whether this immense power would be used to help or harm the public service, Governor Curley gave this assuring pledge:

Under any system, elected officials would consider it both a duty and a privilege to retain in office men and women who could actually qualify as career officials.

Capital Ponders Hurley Ouster

White House Believed Concerned That It Might Cause Senate Rauctions

Special to the Transcript:

Washington, Jan. 22—The final decision of President Roosevelt on the Boston postmastership has now assumed a national significance. Though Postmaster General Farley apparently has not formally submitted to the White House the name of former Congressman Peter F. Staggs, as successor to William E. Hurley, the transcript learned today that the Boston situation has been under study by the White House.

Louis McHenry Howe, secretary to the President, and a resident of Massachusetts, has been following the situation rather closely, particularly noting the reaction of the Boston newspapers to last week's declaration by Governor Curley to oust Hurley, a career man.

The Boston position furthermore provides the first big test of the executive order covering postmasterships, and the order covering postmasterships, and the order covering postmasterships, and the order covering postmasterships, and the order covering postmasterships...

Supreme Court May Consider Kaplan's Plea

Hearing Friday to Determine if Full Bench Gets Fin. Com. Case

Judge Edward P. Pierce of the Supreme Court will hear the merits of the petition of Judge Jacob K. Kaplan to be recognized as chairman of the Finance Commission, at a session of the court Friday. At the conclusion of the introduction of evidence and arguments, the judge will determine whether the petition should be granted or reserved for the consideration of the full bench of the Supreme Court.

Leon Newman, representing Kaplan, today asked Judge Pierce to report the case to the full court for immediate action.

Francis R. Mullin, counsel for E. Mark Sullivan, named by Governor Curley to replace Kaplan as chairman, although the latter's term had not expired and, as he contends, there was no valid reason for his removal, opposed the suggestion of Newman. Mullin said:

"I oppose reservation and report of the case on three grounds. We would like to have a trial here. First, this is not such a case as is required to go before the full court; second, Mr. Sullivan does not know whether the expense of this litigation will fall on him, personally, or whether it may be borne by the Finance Commission, he does not want to go to
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S. Susie F. Hayes in Chicago.

State House

Governing Curley, in radio address tonight, will discuss State's finances.

Patrolman denies touching ballots at hearing to unseat Representative Hathaway.

Reports show increase in employment and payrolls for December, as compared with previous months.

E. R. A. research report recommends signs on State highways indicating safe allowable speed for motorists.

Traffic tunnel and Boston-Worcester road slated as examples of bad planning, by planning division of State welfare department.
Capital Ponders Hurley Ouster

White House Believed Concerned That It Might Cause Senate Ructions

Special to the Transcript

Washington, Jan. 22—The final decision of President Roosevelt on the Boston postmastership has now assumed a national significance. Though Postmaster General Farley apparently has not formally submitted to the White House the name of former Congressman Peter F. Tague, as successor to William E. Hurley, the transcript learned today that the White House has been under study by the White House.

Louis McHenry Howe, secretary to the President, and a resident of Massachusetts, has been following the situation rather closely, particularly noting the reaction of the Boston newspapers and business men of the city to the plan of Governor Curley to oust Hurley, a career official.

The Boston position furthermore provides the first big test of the executive order covering postmasterships, and the White House is believed to feel some concern over the possibility that Boston might precipitate a general field day in the Senate over the meritorious system.

Senator George Norris of Nebraska, a “Roosevelt Republican,” and militant foe of the spoils system, is known to be ready to fight on the floor the ousting of Hurley, and Norris is a man who has considerable influence in the upper chamber. And Norris also could create embarrassment to the Administration, even though the President appointed a successor to Hurley as “acting postmaster.”

If the White House now decides to reject the postmastership plans of Governor Curley, in which Postmaster General Farley was believed ready to acquiesce, it will represent a real victory for the prestige of Senator David I. Walsh of Massachusetts, as against Governor Curley.

Walsh has refused to date to inject himself in the situation by making threats in the press or otherwise that he would block the nomination of Tague if presented to the Senate. He has received assurances from the White House that in due course of events he will have full opportunity to discuss with the Chief Executive the Boston postmastership. Walsh throughout has insisted that the question will be determined not by Mr. Farley but by the President, and current developments seem to indicate that he is correct in his estimate of the situation.

Though the White House has reached no final decision, through Secretary Howe it is studying the reaction in Massachusetts and elsewhere to the proposed changes in personnel at the Boston post-office.
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Robert Wayne in Attleboro

Mrs. Susie P. Hayes in Chelsea

State House

Governor Curley, in radio address tonight, will discuss State’s finances.

Patrolman denies touching ballots at hearing to unseat Representative Hathaway.

Reports show increase in employment and payrolls for December, as compared with previous months.

E R A research report recommends signs on State highways indicating safe allowable speed for motorists.

Traffic tunnel and Boston-Worcester had cited as samples of bad planning, a planning division of State welfare department.
Graduated Motor Speeds Urged

Chinese Visitor Hits Japan's Act

Tunnel Tolls Total Shoots Up

Today in Greater Boston
And a Few Other Points in New England

Speed Signs Proposed
A fresh attack on the highway accident problem, through the posting of signs along state roads indicating the maximum safe speeds at all important points, was today recommended to Paul G. Kirk, state commissioner of public safety. It was the outcome of a survey made by ERA engineers along the Newburyport Turnpike and will be recommended at once to the Legislature. The ERA group suggested that specimen highways be equipped with the signs, pending suitable legislation.

The engineers found that uniform, over-all speed limits, necessarily too low for the safer sections, are virtually useless. The public demands speed, they said, and can reasonably be allowed speed where it does not involve substantially greater hazard. The chief need, they found, is for graduated speed limits—up to 45 miles an hour in the safe sections.

Japan's Act Analyzed
Japan's reported advance into the Chinese province of Chahar was today called the planned result of a policy that will see Japanese soldiers watering their horses in the Yangtse River, unless China can resist. The speaker was Judge Lee-Fong, Chinese nationalist and special commercial envoy to the United States, here on a tour to develop direct trade relations.

Judge Lee-Fong took note of dispatches saying that the military aggression in Chahar, just southwest of Manchoukuo and Jehol, has been turned over to the diplomats to settle. This, he said, is a maneuver to throw dust in the eyes of the outside nations. By diplomatic pressure, the Judge said, Japan would take Chahar.

Curley to Discuss State Finances
Governor Curley will discuss "the state of the State's finances" over the radio from his office at the State House tonight. The broadcast will be one of the series which the governor arranged to be delivered weekly to keep the public informed of State affairs. It will be given over station WHZ between 6.15 and 6.30 P. M.

In his address, the chief executive will deal with various phases of the annual State budget which he will submit to the Legislature tomorrow. The governor has a conference today with Frederick S. Snyder, former Federal milk administrator in Boston, in reference to the milk situation.

The governor said that while the Federal authorities seem satisfied that the price of seven cents a quart is fair, the farmer believes he should receive seven and a half cents, and that the question would be reopened at a hearing before the Agricultural Adjustment Administration next week.

Governor Curley also conferred today with Henry C. Attwill, chairman of the State Department of Public Utilities, in reference to the request of the New Haven Railroad for the extension of its notes given for a loan of $19,000,000 from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
Graduated Motor Speeds Urged

Chinese Visitor Hits Japan's Act

Tunnel Tolls Total Shoots Up

Today in Greater Boston
And a Few Other Points in New England

Speed Signs Proposed
A fresh attack on the highway accident problem, through the posting of signs along state roads indicating the maximum safe speeds at all important points, was today recommended to Paul G. Kirk, state commissioner of public safety. It was the outcome of a survey made by ERA engineers along the Newburyport Turnpike and will be recommended at once to the Legislature.

The ERA group suggested that specimen highways be equipped with the signs, pending suitable legislation.

The engineers found that uniform, over-all speed limits, necessarily too low for the safer sections, are virtually useless. The public demands speed, they said, and can reasonably be allowed speed where it does not involve substantially greater hazard. The chief need, they found, is for graduated speed limits—up to 45 miles an hour in the safe sections— as much need for administrative care in establishing the limits, the report said, as for adequate enabling legislation.

Japan's Act Analyzed
Japan's reported advance into the Chinese province of Chahar was today called the planned result of a policy that will see Chinese soldiers watering their horses in the Yangtse, unless China can resist. The speaker was Judge Lee-Fong, Chinese nationalist and special commissioner to the United States, here on a tour to develop direct trade relations.

Judge Lee-Fong took note of dispatches saying that the military aggression in Chahar, just southwest of Manchoukuo and Jehol, has been turned over to the diplomats to settle. This, he said, is a maneuver to throw dust in the eyes of the outside nations. By diplomatic pressure, the Judge said, Japan would take Chahar and hope that the outcome of the order filed in the lower branch by Representative Herter of Boston for a special committee to carry on the investigation of the city of Boston's finances begun by the Boston Finance Commission, and to study Gov Curley's reasons for seeking abolition of the Finance Commission.

The call for the caucus states that the purpose is "a general discussion of mutual problems." Inferring that the activity of a Democratic Governor might well be a "problem," some say that numerous subjects are likely to be considered.

The call, addressed to "the Republican members of the House of Representatives," says: "The Republican members of the House of Representatives have something before them that demands concerted action was learned at the State House today, when it became known that a caucus of Republican members of the House had been called for tomorrow at 2:15 p.m. by the House Rules Committee."

There is much speculation about the matter or matters to be taken up. All sorts of guesses have been made. Some rumors have it that the House Republicans are trying to get together in behalf of the order filed in the lower branch by Representative Herter of Boston for a special committee to carry on the investigation of the city of Boston's finances begun by the Boston Finance Commission, and to study Gov Curley's reasons for seeking abolition of the Finance Commission.

The call for the caucus states that the purpose is "a general discussion of mutual problems." Inferring that the activity of a Democratic Governor might well be a "problem," some say that numerous subjects are likely to be considered.

The call, addressed to "the Republican members of the House of Representatives," says: "The Republican members of the House of Representatives have something before them that demands concerted action was learned at the State House today, when it became known that a caucus of Republican members of the House had been called for tomorrow at 2:15 p.m. by the House Rules Committee."

There is much speculation about the matter or matters to be taken up. All sorts of guesses have been made. Some rumors have it that the House Republicans are trying to get together in behalf of the order filed in the lower branch by Representative Herter of Boston for a special committee to carry on the investigation of the city of Boston's finances begun by the Boston Finance Commission, and to study Gov Curley's reasons for seeking abolition of the Finance Commission.

The call for the caucus states that the purpose is "a general discussion of mutual problems." Inferring that the activity of a Democratic Governor might well be a "problem," some say that numerous subjects are likely to be considered.

Curley to Discuss State Finances

Governor Curley will discuss "the state of the State's finances" over the radio from his office at the State House tonight. The broadcast will be one of the series which the governor arranged to be delivered weekly to keep the public informed of State affairs. It will be given over station WEEZ between 5:15 and 5:30 P.M.

In his address, the chief executive will deal with various phases of the annual State budget which he submitted to the Legislature. The governor said that while the Federal authorities seem satisfied that the price of milk is seven cents a quart to the farmer, the farmer believes he should receive seven and a half cents, and that the question would be reopened at a hearing before the Agricultural Adjustment Administration next week.

Governor Curley also conferred today with Frederick S. Snyder, former Federal milk administrator in Boston, in reference to the milk situation.

The governor said that while the Federal authorities seem satisfied that the price of milk is seven cents a quart to the farmer, the farmer believes he should receive seven and a half cents, and that the question would be reopened at a hearing before the Agricultural Adjustment Administration next week.

Governor Curley also conferred today with Frederick S. Snyder, former Federal milk administrator in Boston, in reference to the milk situation.
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REPUBLICANS OF HOUSE TO MEET

Plan "General Discussion of Mutual Problems"

Indication that the Republican members of the Massachusetts House of Representatives have something before them that demands concerted action was learned at the State House today, when it became known that a caucus of Republican members of the House had been called for tomorrow at 2:15 p.m. by the House Rules Committee.

There is much speculation about the matter or matters to be taken up. All sorts of guesses have been made. Some rumors have it that the House Republicans are trying to get together in behalf of the order filed in the lower branch by Representative Herter of Boston for a special committee to carry on the investigation of the city of Boston's finances begun by the Boston Finance Commission, and to study Gov Curley's reasons for seeking abolition of the Finance Commission.

The call for the caucus states that the purpose is "a general discussion of mutual problems." Inferring that the activity of a Democratic Governor might well be a "problem," some say that numerous subjects are likely to be considered.

The call, addressed to "the Republican members of the House of Representatives," says: "The Republican members of the House of Representatives have something before them that demands concerted action was learned at the State House today, when it became known that a caucus of Republican members of the House had been called for tomorrow at 2:15 p.m. by the House Rules Committee."

There is much speculation about the matter or matters to be taken up. All sorts of guesses have been made. Some rumors have it that the House Republicans are trying to get together in behalf of the order filed in the lower branch by Representative Herter of Boston for a special committee to carry on the investigation of the city of Boston's finances begun by the Boston Finance Commission, and to study Gov Curley's reasons for seeking abolition of the Finance Commission.

The call for the caucus states that the purpose is "a general discussion of mutual problems." Inferring that the activity of a Democratic Governor might well be a "problem," some say that numerous subjects are likely to be considered.

The call, addressed to "the Republican members of the House of Representatives," says: "The Republican members of the House of Representatives have something before them that demands concerted action was learned at the State House today, when it became known that a caucus of Republican members of the House had been called for tomorrow at 2:15 p.m. by the House Rules Committee."

There is much speculation about the matter or matters to be taken up. All sorts of guesses have been made. Some rumors have it that the House Republicans are trying to get together in behalf of the order filed in the lower branch by Representative Herter of Boston for a special committee to carry on the investigation of the city of Boston's finances begun by the Boston Finance Commission, and to study Gov Curley's reasons for seeking abolition of the Finance Commission.

The call for the caucus states that the purpose is "a general discussion of mutual problems." Inferring that the activity of a Democratic Governor might well be a "problem," some say that numerous subjects are likely to be considered.

The call, addressed to "the Republican members of the House of Representatives," says: "The Republican members of the House of Representatives have something before them that demands concerted action was learned at the State House today, when it became known that a caucus of Republican members of the House had been called for tomorrow at 2:15 p.m. by the House Rules Committee."

There is much speculation about the matter or matters to be taken up. All sorts of guesses have been made. Some rumors have it that the House Republicans are trying to get together in behalf of the order filed in the lower branch by Representative Herter of Boston for a special committee to carry on the investigation of the city of Boston's finances begun by the Boston Finance Commission, and to study Gov Curley's reasons for seeking abolition of the Finance Commission.

The call for the caucus states that the purpose is "a general discussion of mutual problems." Inferring that the activity of a Democratic Governor might well be a "problem," some say that numerous subjects are likely to be considered.

The call, addressed to "the Republican members of the House of Representatives," says: "The Republican members of the House of Representatives have something before them that demands concerted action was learned at the State House today, when it became known that a caucus of Republican members of the House had been called for tomorrow at 2:15 p.m. by the House Rules Committee."

There is much speculation about the matter or matters to be taken up. All sorts of guesses have been made. Some rumors have it that the House Republicans are trying to get together in behalf of the order filed in the lower branch by Representative Herter of Boston for a special committee to carry on the investigation of the city of Boston's finances begun by the Boston Finance Commission, and to study Gov Curley's reasons for seeking abolition of the Finance Commission.

The call for the caucus states that the purpose is "a general discussion of mutual problems." Inferring that the activity of a Democratic Governor might well be a "problem," some say that numerous subjects are likely to be considered.

The call, addressed to "the Republican members of the House of Representatives," says: "The Republican members of the House of Representatives have something before them that demands concerted action was learned at the State House today, when it became known that a caucus of Republican members of the House had been called for tomorrow at 2:15 p.m. by the House Rules Committee."

There is much speculation about the matter or matters to be taken up. All sorts of guesses have been made. Some rumors have it that the House Republicans are trying to get together in behalf of the order filed in the lower branch by Representative Herter of Boston for a special committee to carry on the investigation of the city of Boston's finances begun by the Boston Finance Commission, and to study Gov Curley's reasons for seeking abolition of the Finance Commission.
Graduated Motor Speeds Urged
Chinese Visitor Hits Japan's Act
Tunnel Tolls Total Shoots Up

Today in Greater Boston
And a Few Other Points in New England

Speed Signs Proposed
A fresh attack on the highway accident problem, through the posting of signs along state roads indicating the maximum safe speeds at all important points, was today recommended to Paul G. Kirk, state commissioner of public safety. It was the outcome of a survey made by ERA engineers along the Newburyport Turnpike and will be recommended at once to the Legislature.

The ERA group suggested that specimen highways be equipped with the signs, pending suitable legislation.

The engineers found that uniform over-all speed limits, necessarily too low for the safer sections, are virtually useless. The public demands speed, they said, and can reasonably be allowed speed where it does not involve substantially greater hazard. The chief need, they found, is for graduated speed limits—up to 45 miles an hour in the safer sections and scaled down in proportion to the need for caution.

Japan's Act Analyzed
Japan's reported advance into the Chinese province of Chahar was today called the planned result of a policy that will see Japanese soldiers watering their horses in the Yangtze River, unless China can resist. The speaker was Judge Lee-Fong, Chinese nationalist and special commercial envoy to the United States, here on a tour to develop direct trade relations.

Judge Lee-Fong took note of dispatches saying that the military aggression in Chahar, just southwest of Manchoukuo and Jehol, has been turned over to the diplomats to settle. This, he said, is a maneuver to throw dust in the eyes of the outside nations. By diplomatic pressure, the Judge said, Japan would take Chahar quietly, without stirring up world opposition.

He pointed out that Chahar is the last strategic military post near the Russian border. Once in control there, Japan could strike to the northward and cut Russia's east-west transportation system, or strike southward on the Chinese flank. It could control the Chinese-Russian trade route, which passes through this territory.

The Chinese answer was said by Judge Lee-Fong to be unification and organized resistance. He reiterated that Japan would be opposed by a united China and the United Nations.

(Continued on Page 2, Column 11)
Tunnel Tolls Total Shoots Up

Liquor Is Opposed

Visitors Hits Japan's Act

Republions of House to Meet

Plan General Discussion of Mutual Problems
GOVERNOR SIGNS FIRST "WORK-WAGES" BILL

Let's Marblehead Use Cemetery, Land to Complete Road

By JAMES T. SULLIVAN

Gov. James M. Curley will be the honor guest at the Boston Automobile Show tonight. Pres Otto A. Lawton received assurance that he would be glad to visit the show as the representative of all the people of Massachusetts.

The Governor, Miss Mary Curley, his daughter, and members of his military staff will arrive at Mechanic's Building about 8 o'clock. They will be met by Pres Otto A. Lawton, Vice President G. W. Sweet, Treasurer F. A. Hinchcliffe, and the show committee comprising A. L. Danforth, Eric Courtney and Allen M. Fay.

There will be a reception in the directors' room, where Gov Curley and his group will be introduced to all the members of the Boston Auto Club.

BRYANT TO PRESIDE AT TIMILTY BANQUET

Gov Curley Speaker and Gov Brann Guest

Joseph A. Bryant of Newton will be toastmaster at the banquet Saturday night at the Copley Plaza to Major Joseph F. Timilty of Gov Curley's staff. More than 1000 reservations have been made.

Gov Curley will be the principal speaker. Gov Brann of Maine, James Roosevelt and Stephen C. Early, secretary to President Roosevelt, will be among the guests. Others are J. Francis Neveland of San Francisco, Joseph P. Carney, former Collector of Internal Revenue, Ex-Mayor Malcolm E. Nichols, Ex-Mayor Andrew J. Peters, Brig Gen William L. Rose, Lieut Col Edward J. Donnelly and Francis Ouimet.

TAGUE VISITOR TODAY AT CURLEY'S OFFICE

Governor Reports Nothing New on Postmastership

Former Congressman Peter Tague was seated quietly in a corner of the Governor's office during the noon press conference with His Excellency today. The Governor was asked at the end of the conference whether there was anything new on "postmaster" Tague.

The Governor said that it was just a social call and that there was nothing new on the Boston postmastership which he has already stated will go to Tague Feb 5.

JUDGE PIERCE HEARS FIN COM CASE FRIDAY

Not to Send Chairmanship to Full Bench at Once

The claims of Judge Jacob J. Kaplan and E. Mark Sullivan for the chairmanship of the Boston Finance Commission will be heard by Judge Edward P. Pierce of the Supreme Judicial Court on Friday.

Yesterday Judge Pierce refused to reserve and report for immediate consideration the petition of Judge Kaplan for a writ of mandamus compelling the membership of the Finance Commission to recognize him as chairman instead of Sullivan, whom Gov Curley elevated to the position recently.

The judge said that he would consider the next step on Friday. There is a possibility that he will make a decision then and alone and not call for the opinion of the full bench.

Attorney Leon Newman, representing Kaplan, asked that the case be submitted to the full bench. Attorney Francis R. Mullen, representing Sullivan, asked for an immediate decision because of the importance of the case.

Judge Kaplan was appointed to the chairmanship by Gov Ely when he elevated Joseph J. Leonard to the office of Police Commissioner just before leaving office.

PHILIP WATERS, Cambridge st. West End, was found guilty in the Municipal Court yesterday on a charge of being idle and disorderly and was sentenced to three months in the House of Correction by Judge John Duff.

The defendant failed to appear when his case was called last week and was defaulted.
GOVERNOR SIGNS FIRST
"WORK-WAGES" BILL

Let's Marblehead Use Cemetery Land to Complete Road


Declaring his "work and wages" program was finally underway, Gov. Curley signed yesterday afternoon the first bill enacted by the 1935 Legislature.

"This is the first piece of legislation it has been my privilege to sign in conjunction with the work and wages program which has been inaugurated by me as Governor," said Gov. Curley.

There were many present at the ceremony, including Senator Albert Pierce of Salem and Representative Malcolm Bell of Marblehead, both of whom having an interest in the legislation.

The act authorizes Marblehead to use about 300 feet of land in Waterside Cemetery to complete West Shore road, running half a mile from Jersey st to Beacon st. The cost is estimated at $70,000. It is expected to give employment to about 200 men.

The Legislature acted speedily when Representative Bell told the Committee on Towns at a public hearing yesterday that the Marblehead Selectmen, of which he is a member, would like to start the work this week. He spoke of the possible employment of 200 men.

The committee reported the matter favorably to the House, where the rules were suspended and the measure given its several readings. It was then sent to the Senate, where the rules were suspended and the bill advanced. Later it was enacted by both branches and sent to the Governor.


GOV CURLEY WILL BE HONOR GUEST AT AUTO SHOW TONIGHT "WAGES" BILL

Boston Dealers to Meet State's Chief Executive In Mechanic's Building

By JAMES T. SULLIVAN

Gov James M. Curley will be the honor guest at the Boston Automobile Show tonight. Pres Otto A. Lawton received assurance that he would be glad to visit the show as the representative of all the people of Massachusetts.

The Governor, Miss Mary Curley his daughter, and members of his military staff will arrive at Mechanic's Building about 8 o'clock. They will be met by Pres Otto A. Lawton, Vice President G. W. Sweet, Treasurer F. A. Hinchcliffe, and the show committee comprising A. L. Danforth, Eric Courtney and Allen M. Fry.

There will be a reception in the directors' room, where Gov Curley and his group will be introduced to all the members of the Boston Automobile Dealers Association. Manager Albert C. Rau will send word ahead that their honor guest has arrived.

Then a tour will be made visiting all the exhibits. Gov Curley is expected to include in his visit as many social events of the week, the annual dinner, and entertainment of the Automotive Clubers Club at the Hotel Bradford tonight.

Mayor to View Show

Pres Lawton received a letter yesterday from Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield saying that he had accepted the same courtesy and membership of the Boston Automobile Dealers Association in accepting the invitation to be the honor guest Thursday night that he appreciated what a valuable asset to Boston the motor industry has been for many years.

Attendance Above 50,000

Manager Albert C. Rau stated last night that the attendance from the opening Saturday through last evening would show that more than 50,000 people had been in to see the cars. This attendance does not approach some of the records in previous years, but it is greater than in some recent ones.

When it is considered that Sunday had a bad snowstorm followed by rain and that Monday was a desolate day all the exhibitors are satisfied with the attendance. They realize that many people wait until the exhibition has been underway a few days before starting out to look at the cars over.

This waiting is due to the fact that a great many have an idea that all the cars are not displayed until midweek. That used to be the story a few years ago when production was low. Then they had to be distributed around a lot of exhibitions.

It is not so now. When the show opened all exhibits were complete.

GOVERNOR SIGNS FIRST "WAGE PROGRAM" BILL
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GOVERNOR SIGNS FIRST "WAGE PROGRAM" BILL

Shore road, running half a mile from Jersey st to Beacon st. The cost is estimated at $70,000. It is expected to give employment to about 200 men. The Legislature acted speedily when Representative Bell told the Committee on Roads at a public hearing yesterday that the Marblehead Selectmen, of which he is a member, would like to start the work this week. He spoke of the possible employment of 200 men.

The committee reported the matter favorably to the House, where the rules were suspended and the measure given its several readings. It was sent to the Senate, where the rules were suspended and the bill advanced. Later it was enacted by both branches and sent to the Governor.

IDLE, DISORDERLY CHARGE DRAWS THREE-MONTH TERM

Judge Kaplan was appointed to the chairmanship by Gov Ely when he elevated Joseph J. Leonard to the office of Police Commissioner just before leaving office.

The defendant failed to appear when his case was called last week and was defaulted.
By JAMES T. SULLIVAN

Gov. James M. Curley will be the honor guest at the Boston Automobile Show tonight. Pres Otto A. Lawton received assurance that he would be glad to visit the show as the representative of all the people of Massachusetts.

The Governor, Miss Mary Curley, his daughter, and members of his military staff will arrive at Mechanic's Building about 8 o'clock. They will be met by Pres Otto A. Lawton, Vice President G. W. Sweet, Treasurer F. A. Hinchcliffe, and the show committee comprising A. L. Danforth, Eric Courtney and Allen M. Fay.

There will be a reception in the directors' room, where Gov Curley and his group will be introduced to all the members of the Boston Automobile Show.
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Let's Marblehead Use Cemetery, Land to Complete Road

JUDGE PIERCE HEARS FIN COM CASE FRIDAY

Not to Send Chairmanship to Full Bench at Once

The claims of Judge Jacob J. Kaplan and E. Mark Sullivan for the chairmanship of the Boston Finance Commission will be heard by Judge Edward P. Pierce of the Supreme Judicial Court on Friday.

Yesterday Judge Pierce refused to reserve and report for immediate consideration of the full bench the petition of Judge Kaplan for appointment of the Finance Commission to recognize him as chairman in stead of Sullivan, whom Gov Curley elevated to the position recently.

The judge said that he would consider the next step on Friday. There is a possibility that he will make a decision then and alone and not call for the opinion of the full bench.

Attorney Leon Newman, representing Kaplan, asked that the case he submitted to the full bench. Attorney Francis R. Mullin, representing Sullivan, asked for an immediate decision because of the importance of the case.

Judge Kaplan was appointed to the chairmanship by Gov Ely when he elevated Joseph J. Leonard to the position of Finance Commissioner just before leaving office.

IOLE, DISORDERLY CHARGE DRAWS THREE-MONTH TERM

Philip Waters, Cambridge, was found guilty in the Municipal Court yesterday on a charge of being idle and disorderly and was sentenced to three months in the House of Correction by Judge John Duff.

The defendant failed to appear when his case was called last week and was defaulted.
GOV CURLEY WILL ATTEND WHITE HOUSE DINNER
Will Not Deliver Budget Message in Person

Gov Curley will attend the dinner given at the White House by President Roosevelt, January 31, he announced last night. The affair will be attended by Congressmen and other prominent officials.

Gov Curley decided yesterday that he would send his annual budget message and general appropriation bill to the Legislature today rather than deliver it in person.

A delegation called on the Governor yesterday to enlist his support for the construction of a 30-mile highway between Concord Junction and Westminster.

The Governor also received a group of rural letter carriers, who asked for an appropriation to help them hold a convention here. They were told by Gov Curley there is no law permitting the State to make such grants.
CONSIDER CONRY FOR U. S. POST
Assistant to Atty Gen Cummings at $10,000

Joseph A. Conry, erstwhile Bostonian, former Congressman, sometime Imperial Russian Consul in this city, and more recently Traffic Commissioner under the Curley administration, is a candidate for further honors at Washington.

Gov Curley dropped the hint on Beacon Hill yesterday afternoon. He had heard, the Governor said, that Mr Conry had been appointed a special assistant to United States Atty Gen Homer Cummings, at a salary of $10,000 a year, to supply legal advice on matters arising from relations between the United States Government and Soviet Russia.

Whether the Conry appointment is definitely settled was not quite clear last evening. The Governor also received a group of southern letter carriers who were protesting against a report from Washington that granite and marble would be discriminated against in the Federal program of $4,000,000,000 worth of construction in favor of concrete hollow tile and red brick. It was the desire of the delegation that Gov Curley bring the matter to the attention of Massachusetts solons as was done in New Hampshire and Maine and that the legislature should seek to have the United States Treasury Department see to it that there is no discrimination.

Whether the Conry appointment is definitely settled was not quite clear last evening.
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GOV CURLEY WILL BE HONOR GUEST AT AUTO SHOW TONIGHT

Gov Curley Gets Assurance

From Washington

Boston Dealers to Meet State's Chief Executive

In Mechanic's Building

By JAMES T. SULLIVAN

Gov James M. Curley will be the honor guest at the Boston Automobile Show tonight. Pres Otto A. Law- ton received assurance that he would be glad to visit the show as the representative of all the people ofMassachusetts.

The Governor, Miss Mary Curley, his daughter, and members of his military staff will arrive at Me- chanic's Building about 8 o'clock. They will be met by Pres Otto A. Lawton, Vice President G. W. Sweet, Treasurer F. A. Hinchcliffe, and the show committee comprising A. L. Danforth, Eric Courtney and Allen M. Fay. There will be a reception in the directors' room, where Gov Curley and his group will be introduced to all the members of the Boston Dealer's Association. Manager Albert C. Rau will send word ahead that their honor guest has arrived.

Then a tour will be made visiting all the exhibits. Gov Curley is expected to include in his evening's visit a call at the big social event of the week, the annual dinner and entertainment of the Automotive Boosters Club at the Hotel Bradford tonight.

Mayor to View Show

Pres Lawton received a letter yesterday from Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield saying that he had accepted an invitation to be the guest Thursday night. Mayor Mansfield will be accompanied by Mrs Mansfield and James F. Melien, his secretary. They, too, will be accorded the same courtesies by Gov Curley and members of the Boston Automobile Dealers Association. Mayor Mansfield in accepting the invitation to be the honor guest Thursday night stated that he appreciated what a valuable asset to Boston the motor industry has been for many years.

Attendance Above 50,000

Manager Albert C. Rau stated last night that the attendance from the opening Saturday through last eve- ning would show that more than 50,000 people had been in to see the cars. This attendance does not approach some of the records in pre- vious years, but it is greater than in some recent ones.

When it is considered that Sunday had a bad snowstorm followed by rain and that Monday was a dull, dreary day all the exhibitors are satisfied with the attendance. They realize that many people wait until the exhibition has been under way a few days before starting out to look over the cars over.

Mayor to View Show

This waiting is due to the fact that a great many have an idea that all the cars are not displayed until mid-week. That used to be the story a few years ago when production was slow. Then the cars were distributed around among a lot of exhibitions.

It is not so now. When the show opened all exhibits were complete.

On Granite

Gov Curley will be the honor guest at the Boston Automobile Show tonight. He received assurance from Washington that granite and marble would be discriminated against in the Federal program of $4,000,000,000 worth of construction in favor of concrete hollow tile and red brick. It was the desire of the delegation that Gov Curley bring the matter to the attention of Massachusetts solons as well as New York and Maine and that the legislature should seek to have the United States Treasury Department see to it that there is no discrimination.

Gov Curley instead of going to the legislature put in a call to the White House, reached Marvin McIntyre, secretary to President Roosevelt, and was referred to Admiral Peabody in charge of the construction program. Admiral Peabody assured Gov Curley that there would be no discrimination against the use of granite or marble in the building program and author- ized the Governor to quote the assurance in the press.

The callers included Representa- tive Thomas A. Delmore of Lowell, J. A. Mallalieu, representing quarries at Westminster and Joseph A Tomasselo, Boston contractor.

The visitors pointed out that at present only 5 percent of the granite workers are employed and the ex- clusion of their product would con- tinue to paralyze the industry.

During the interview Mr Tomasselo presented the Governor a large vol- ume on the histories of the universi- ties of Italy. The gift was made on behalf of the Italian consul at New York, who in turn sent it to the Gov- ernor as a gift of Italian students who recently visited this country.

The Governor expressed keen pleas- ure in receiving the book.

NO U.S. BAN

Gov Curley receives from Washington a large delegation of granite cutters to- day protests against a report from Washington that granite and marble would be discriminated against in the Federal program of $4,000,000,000 worth of construction in favor of concrete hollow tile and red brick. It was the desire of the delegation that Gov Curley bring the matter to the attention of Massachusetts solons as well as New York and Maine and that the legislature should seek to have the United States Treasury Department see to it that there is no discrimination.

Gov Curley instead of going to the legislature put in a call to the White House, reached Marvin McIntyre, secretary to President Roosevelt, and was referred to Admiral Peabody in charge of the construction program. Admiral Peabody assured Gov Curley that there would be no discrimination against the use of granite or marble in the building program and author- ized the Governor to quote the assurance in the press.

The callers included Representa- tive Thomas A. Delmore of Lowell, J. A. Mallalieu, representing quarries at Westminster and Joseph A Tomasselo, Boston contractor.

The visitors pointed out that at present only 5 percent of the granite workers are employed and the ex- clusion of their product would con- tinue to paralyze the industry.

During the interview Mr Tomasselo presented the Governor a large vol- ume on the histories of the universi- ties of Italy. The gift was made on behalf of the Italian consul at New York, who in turn sent it to the Gov- ernor as a gift of Italian students who recently visited this country.

The Governor expressed keen pleas- ure in receiving the book.

WOULD SEND ANNUAL BUDGET

Governor Curley will be the honor guest at the Boston Automobile Show tonight. He received assurance from Washington that granite and marble would be discriminated against in the Federal program of $4,000,000,000 worth of construction in favor of concrete hollow tile and red brick. It was the desire of the delegation that Gov Curley bring the matter to the attention of Massachusetts solons as well as New York and Maine and that the legislature should seek to have the United States Treasury Department see to it that there is no discrimination.

Gov Curley instead of going to the legislature put in a call to the White House, reached Marvin McIntyre, secretary to President Roosevelt, and was referred to Admiral Peabody in charge of the construction program. Admiral Peabody assured Gov Curley that there would be no discrimination against the use of granite or marble in the building program and authorized the Governor to quote the assurance in the press.

The callers included Representative Thomas A. Delmore of Lowell, J. A. Mallalieu, representing quarries at Westminster and Joseph A Tomasselo, Boston contractor.

The visitors pointed out that at present only 5 percent of the granite workers are employed and the ex- clusion of their product would con- tinue to paralyze the industry.

During the interview Mr Tomasselo presented the Governor a large vol- ume on the histories of the universi- ties of Italy. The gift was made on behalf of the Italian consul at New York, who in turn sent it to the Gov- ernor as a gift of Italian students who recently visited this country.

The Governor expressed keen pleas- ure in receiving the book.

WOULD SEND ANNUAL BUDGET

Governor Curley will be the honor guest at the Boston Automobile Show tonight. He received assurance from Washington that granite and marble would be discriminated against in the Federal program of $4,000,000,000 worth of construction in favor of concrete hollow tile and red brick. It was the desire of the delegation that Gov Curley bring the matter to the attention of Massachusetts solons as well as New York and Maine and that the legislature should seek to have the United States Treasury Department see to it that there is no discrimination.

Gov Curley instead of going to the legislature put in a call to the White House, reached Marvin McIntyre, secretary to President Roosevelt, and was referred to Admiral Peabody in charge of the construction program. Admiral Peabody assured Gov Curley that there would be no discrimination against the use of granite or marble in the building program and authorized the Governor to quote the assurance in the press.

The callers included Representative Thomas A. Delmore of Lowell, J. A. Mallalieu, representing quarries at Westminster and Joseph A Tomasselo, Boston contractor.

The visitors pointed out that at present only 5 percent of the granite workers are employed and the ex- clusion of their product would con- tinue to paralyze the industry.

During the interview Mr Tomasselo presented the Governor a large vol- ume on the histories of the universi- tices of Italy. The gift was made on behalf of the Italian consul at New York, who in turn sent it to the Gov- ernor as a gift of Italian students who recently visited this country.

The Governor expressed keen pleas- ure in receiving the book.

WOULD SEND ANNUAL BUDGET
COUNCILORS VOTE APPROVAL

B. U. Professor to Take Oath Today

Joseph B. McKenney, professor of ancient and modern history at Boston College and coach of the football team on University Heights, today was confirmed by the Governor's Council as a member of the Boston Finance Commission to succeed attorney Charles Moorfield Storey, recently removed.

McKenney was confirmed under suspension of the rules. His appointment was submitted to the Council by the Governor today and under the rules the appointment usually goes over for one week.

McKenney was notified of his confirmation by the Governor's office and left Boston College this afternoon to take his oath of office before Gov. Curley.

When Gov. Curley was asked after the Council session if the confirmation of McKenney would terminate his expressed intention of seeking the removal of Judge Jacob J. Kanlan, an Ely appointee to the Fin. Com., Gov. Curley said:

"I informed the Council that George R. Nutter in whose office Judge Kanlan works, had appeared in a number of cases of tax abatements in the city of Boston, which were settled before the State Board of Tax Appeals. I said that I would personally investigate these cases and if it appeared that Mr. Nutter had engaged in this sort of practice during the time that Judge Kaplan was a member of the Finance Commission it would appear only proper that he should terminate his services with the commission.

"If it appears otherwise from my investigation I think we will let the matter stand as it is for a while. If a man is caught with his hand in another man's pocket the only proper thing to do is quit."

Feeney May Check Up
Atty. John P. Feeney, who conducted the Governor's case against Joseph Curley

GOVERNOR TO ASK U.S. AID ON SPRINGFIELD ROAD

Gov. Curley stated today that on his next visit to Washington, where he will attend President Roosevelt's birthday dinner at the White House, he will take up with Federal authorities the matter of a Government financial grant for the ripping up of street railway tracks between West Springfield and Holyoke and the laying out of an up-to-date highway along the route.

A delegation of Springfield residents called upon the Governor today for the purpose of securing his assistance on the undertaking. The Governor was convinced that the work of the roadways might run to $1,000,000. He said he would attempt to do everything possible to have the project put through with Federal funds.

J. Clarence Thorne, at left, defeated for caucus nominations for State Senate and his brother, Herbert H. Thorne, defeated for renomination.

THORNE BROTHERS OF NOT WORRIED OVER

ANCIENT AND MODERN HISTORY AT BOSTON

Recently removed.

College and coach of the football council as a member of the Boston.

Finance Commission to proceed according to the Governor's appointment today.

Curley, McKenney was confirmed under suspension of the rules.

By the Governor today and under the management of the Finance Commission it would appear.

Investigation I think we will let the thing be done.

Hold your losses until Feb 11,” says Clarence in reflecting on upheaval at Caucus—“I've had enough politics.” Comments Herbert.

THORNE BROTHERS OF MILLS: NOT WORRIED OVER DEFEAT

“Hold Your losses Until Feb 11,” Says Clarence in Reflecting on Upheaval at Caucus— “I've Had Enough Politics,” Comments Herbert.

A. Clarence Thorpe, at left, declared the caucus determination for Mills, and his brother, Herbert H. Thorpe, declared for continuation for both offices.

Selectman—and I'll win both offices again, just to show 'em." "It was an awful night. Us customers were heard to liken this re-election to a 40th term as town collector," brother Clarence. - Only a small proportion of the town's voting strength, "didn't mean much." It was an awful night. "I don't feel badly wounded because of the vote," brother Clarence.

The twin eloquent facts that Millis is considered despotic, it was a benevolent undertaking of the economy which was guaranteed.

The town clerk before Friday for re-election to a seventh term as town treasurer.

The local political explosion was directly considered a small-town reproduction of Gov Curley—Teminds you of brother John, the new governor. Herbert has served on the Select Board of Tax Appeals. I don't feel badly wounded because of the vote. "I don't feel badly wounded because of the vote," brother Clarence.

The Thornes never yet have been, never will be, thorns in the side of the Curley brothers of Boston. And it wouldn't have put it. In the early '90s they came after the thumbs-down verdict to do with that institution since, has asserted that although their first year's levy was only $8000 as against a sum 13 times as large to-do with the town's voting strength, "didn't mean much." It was an awful night. "I don't feel badly wounded because of the vote," brother Clarence.

"It was an awful night. Us customer was heard to liken this re-election to a 40th term as town collector," brother Clarence. - Only a small proportion of the town's voting strength, "didn't mean much." It was an awful night. "I don't feel badly wounded because of the vote," brother Clarence.

The twin eloquent facts that Millis is considered despotic, it was a benevolent undertaking of the economy which was guaranteed. Selectman—and I'll win both offices again, just to show 'em. The local political explosion was directly considered a small-town reproduction of Gov Curley—Teminds you of brother John, the new governor. Herbert has served on the Select Board of Tax Appeals. I don't feel badly wounded because of the vote. "I don't feel badly wounded because of the vote," brother Clarence.
SENATOR DAL FOR HONEST

700 Residents 6th Middles
Man Lauded For

MEDFORD, Jan 23—Republicans and Democrats alike joined last night in according Senator Charles T. Daly of the 6th Middlesex District one of the greatest tributes ever given in this district to a man in public life.

Pitman Academy was filled with delegations from the towns and cities of the district, and 700 people heard Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield of Boston name Senator Daly as a public officer of incorruptible honesty and unmatched courage in dealing with public problems.

Mayor Mansfield said that he and Mrs Mansfield had close knowledge of the personal attributes which had placed Senator Daly high in the respect of the citizens of Medford, Woburn, Arlington and Winchester, since he had known him intimately for more than 25 years.

Mayor Mansfield, in bringing the greetings of the city of Boston to the 6th District on the election of Senator Daly, said that the Senate would find in Daly a relentless fighter against any form of dishonesty, malice or pettiness, and said that the character of the Senator made him in the first days of the new Senate an outstanding figure.

A sincere and moving tribute to the new Senator was paid just before the dinner-reception by Ms. chairman, Mrs Elizabeth Farnam, who said that she and Mr. Reichner had been close friends for more than 25 years. Mrs Farnam's statement so expressed the sentiment of the thronging that there was a five-minute ovation.

Praised by Republicans

Republicans who saluted Senator Daly as a statesman who rose beyond all partisanship were Mayor John J. Irwin of Medford, Representative Rulon H. Bond and Chairman Henry J. Maguire of the Winchester Board of Selectmen. Mayor Irwin said that the Republicans of Medford recognized regged honesty and true worth—and when they found these qualities in the Democrat, Daly, all party labels were disregarded. Mayor Irwin said the people knew the man, knew they wanted him, and many Republicans desired his type in an important seat in the State Legislature.

County Commissioner Thomas Brennan said the three qualities of Senator Daly were “courage, perseverance and loyalty.”

Senator Daly, in his address, said that trying days were ahead for the Senate, since the great barriers erected to thwart the will of the great masses of the people still stood as mighty ramparts against the popular will. He said he intended forceful action to destroy any overbearing power standing in the way of complete economic rights of the plain people of the State.

Mr Daly said that he appreciated the great tribute given him, but he recognized his work as a Senator as one of tremendous impact. He said that the Massachusetts Senate was a fundamentally sound body of serv-
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SENATOR DALY FOR HONEST

700 Residents 6th Middles
Man Laundered For

MEDFORD, Jan 23—Republicans
and Democrats alike joined last night
in according Senator Charles T. Daly
of the 6th Middlesex District one of
the greatest tributes ever given in
this district to a man in public life.

Pitman Academy was filled with
delagations from the towns and cities
of the district, and 700 people heard
Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield of
Boston name Senator Daly as a pub-
lic officer of incorruptible honesty and
unmatched courage in dealing
with public problems.

Mayor Mansfield said that he and
Mrs Mansfield had close knowledge
of the personal attributes which had
placed Senator Daly high in the re-
spect of the citizens of Medford,
Woburn, Arlington and Winchester,
since he had known him intimately
for more than 25 years.

Mayor Mansfield, in bringing the
greetings of the city of Boston to the
6th District, said that he and the Senate
would find in Daly a relentless fighter
against corruption and dishonesty, large
or petty, and said the character of the
Senator would be seen in his first days
of the new Senate an outstanding
example.

A sincere and moving tribute to
the new Senator was paid just be-
fore the dinner reception by the
chairman, Mrs . Farnam's statement so expressed the sentiment
of the filmimg that there was a five-
minute ovation.

Gov James M. Curley asked Mrs
Farnam to endeavor to have the Lafeyett's call here advanced to June 17 so that it
would be celebrated in conjunction
with the 160th anniversary of the
battle of Bunker Hill.

The entire speech is written on two
sides of an ordinary four-page per-
sonal letterhead. The letters are less
than 1/64th of an inch high.

Mr Reichner did no work on the
$40,000,000 to $9,500,000.

Efforts are also being made by the
French line to have the Normandie,
largest vessel in the world in pas-
enger service, call at Boston on her
first trip. The Normandie is 1,128
feet long and is almost completed.

Efforts are also being made by the
French line to have the Normandie,
largest vessel in the world in pas-
enger service, call at Boston on her
first trip. The Normandie is 1,128
feet long and is almost completed.

Gov Curley asked Mr Highman to
endeavor to have the Lafayette's call
here advanced to June 17 so that it
would be celebrated in conjunction
with the 160th anniversary of the
battle of Bunker Hill.

The entire speech is written on two
sides of an ordinary four-page per-
sonal letterhead. The letters are less
than 1/64th of an inch high.

Mr Reichner did no work on the
$40,000,000 to $9,500,000.

Efforts are also being made by the
French line to have the Normandie,
largest vessel in the world in pas-
enger service, call at Boston on her
first trip. The Normandie is 1,128
feet long and is almost completed.

Efforts are also being made by the
French line to have the Normandie,
largest vessel in the world in pas-
enger service, call at Boston on her
first trip. The Normandie is 1,128
feet long and is almost completed.

Gov Curley asked Mr Highman to
endeavor to have the Lafayette's call
here advanced to June 17 so that it
would be celebrated in conjunction
with the 160th anniversary of the
battle of Bunker Hill.
SENIOR LINER MAY BE ON MAIDEN VOYAGE

RIDER LINER MAY BE ON MAIDEN VOYAGE
COUNCILORS VOTE APPROVAL

B. C. Professor to Take Oath Today

Joseph B. McKenney, professor of ancient and modern history at Boston College and coach of the football team on University Heights, today was confirmed by the Governor's Council as a member of the Boston Finance Commission to succeed attorney Charles Moorfield Storey, recently removed.

McKenney was confirmed under suspension of the rules. His appointment was submitted to the Council by the Governor today and under the rules the appointment usually goes over for one week.

McKenney was notified of his confirmation by the Governor's office and left Boston College this afternoon to take his oath of office before Gov. Curley.

When Gov. Curley was asked after the Council session if the confirmation of McKenney would terminate his expressed intention of seeking the removal of Judge Jacob J. Kaplan, an Ely appointee to the Fin. Com., Gov. Curley said:

"I informed the Council that George R. Nutter in whose office Judge Kaplan works, had appeared in a number of cases of tax abatements in the city of Boston, which were settled before the State Board of Tax Appeals. I said that I would personally investigate these cases and if it appeared that Mr. Nutter had engaged in this sort of practice during the time that Judge Kaplan was a member of the Finance Commission it would appear only proper that he should terminate his services with the commission.

"If it appears otherwise from my investigation I think we will let the matter stand as it is for a while. If a man is caught with his hand in another man's pocket the only proper thing to do is quit."

Feeney May Check Up

Atty John P. Feeney, who conducted the Governor's case against Joseph Curley

JUDGE BURKE TO BE INDUCED TOMORROW

First Appointment to Bench by Gov. Curley

Francis J. Burke, former Representative from Roxbury, Gov. Curley's first judicial appointment, will be inducted into office by Chief Justice Wilfred Bolster of the Central Municipal Court, tomorrow morning at 9:30 o'clock.

The ceremony will take place in the first civil session of the court in room 303 and it is anticipated a large number of members of the bar, of the judiciary, city and State officials, and warm friends of Judge Burke will attend the ceremonies.

GOVERNOR TO ASK U. S. AID ON SPRINGFIELD ROAD

Gov. Curley stated today that on his next visit to Washington, where he will attend President Roosevelt's birthday dinner at the White House, he will take up with Federal authorities the matter of a Government financial grant for the ripping up of street railway tracks between West Springfield and Holyoke and the laying out of an up-to-date highway along the route.

A delegation of Springfield residents called upon the Governor today for the purpose of securing his assistance on the undertaking. The Governor told newspapermen that the cost of the roadway might run to $1,000,000. He said he would attempt to do everything possible to have the project put through with Federal funds.
Joyce Donahue and Charles Moorfield Storey of the Finance Commission, both of whom were removed, was a caller at the Governor's office this morning and said that he was watching the council action. It was indicated that he would investigate the appearances of George R. Nutter before the State Board of Tax Appeals in abatements of taxes on property in the city of Boston.

The other appointments of the Governor submitted today went over for one week.

In the vote on suspension of the rules to act on the appointment of McKenney, the vote was 5 to 4 for suspension. There was no record vote on confirmation.

The salaries of the assistant attorney generals appointed a week ago by Atty Gen Paul A. Dever were approved without change. Atty Gen Dever stressed the fact before the Council that all the men who accepted appointment did so at a personal financial sacrifice.

The list is as follows:

James J. Ronan, senior assistant, $6500; Roger Clapp, Brookline, $5000; Charles F. Loevlie, Swampscott, $4900; Arthur V. Sullivan, Charlestown, $4500; John S. DeCham, Uxbridge, $4000; Maurice Goldman, Boston, $4000; Edward McPartlin, Somerville, $4000; John Patrick Connelly, Boston, $4000; Walter E. O'Donnell, Northampton, $4000; James Harigalopo, Boston, $3500; Donald Simpson, Swampscott, $3500.

Atty Gen Dever said that he has not selected his own assistant attorney general.

THORNE BROTHERS OF NOT WORRIED OVE

"Hold Your Hosses Until Feb 11," Says Clarence in At Caucus—"I've Had Enough Politics," Con

J. Clarence Thorne, at left, defeated for caucus nominations for St. Millie, and his brother, Herbert H. Thorne, defeated for renomin.

JUDGE BURKE TO BE INDUCTED TOMORROW

First Appointment to Bench by Gov Curley

Francis J. Burke, former Representative from Roxbury, Gov Curley's first judicial appointment, will be inducted into office by Chief Justice Wilfred Bolster of the Central Municipal Court, tomorrow morning at 9:30 o'clock.

The ceremony will take place in the first civil session of the court in room 209 and it is anticipated a large number of members of the bar, of the judiciary, city and State officials, and warm friends of Judge Burke will attend the ceremony.

GOVERNOR TO ASK U. S. AID / ON SPRINGFIELD ROAD

Gov Curley started today that on his next visit to Washington, where he will attend President Roosevelt's birthday dinner at the White House, he will take up with Federal authorities the matter of a Government financial grant for the ripping up of street railway tracks between West Springfield and Holyoke and the laying out of an up-to-date highway along the route.

A delegation of Springfield residents called upon the Governor today for the purpose of securing his assistance on the undertaking. The Governor told newspapermen that the cost of the roadway might run to $1,000,000. He said he would attempt to do everything possible to have the project put through with Federal funds.
COUNCILORS

ANCIENT AND MODERN HISTORY AT BOSTON COLLEGE AND COACH OF THE FOOTBALL

CENTURION RECENTLY REMOVED.

COUNCIL AS A MEMBER OF THE BOSTON TEAM ON UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, TODAY

MENT WAS SUBMITTED TO THE COUNCIL.

RULES THE APPOINTMENT USUALLY GOES

I, THE STATE BOARD OF TAX APPEALS. I TAKE HIS OATH OF OFFICE BEFORE GOV. CURLEY.

THE CONFIRMATION OF MCKENNEY WOULD TERMINATE

HIS EXPRESSED INTENTION OF SEEKING THE REMOVAL OF JUDGE JACOB J. KAPLAN.

GOV. CURLEY SAID:

"JOSEPH B. MCKENNEY, PROFESSOR OF HISTORY AT BOSTON COLLEGE, "

WAS APPOINTED TO THE FINANCE COMMISSION.

HIS SERVICES WERE TO PERMOR LATER.

HIS APPEARANCE IN A NUMBER OF MATTERS DURING THE TIME THAT JUDGE KAPLAN WAS A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION THE "ONLY PROPER PRACTICE DURING THE TIME THAT I WOULD PERSONALLY INVESTIGATE THE CASES.

HIS APPEARANCE IN A NUMBER OF MATTERS DURING THE TIME THAT JUDGE KAPLAN WAS A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION THE "ONLY PROPER PRACTICE DURING THE TIME THAT I WOULD PERSONALLY INVESTIGATE THE CASES.

HIS APPEARANCE IN A NUMBER OF MATTERS DURING THE TIME THAT JUDGE KAPLAN WAS A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION THE "ONLY PROPER PRACTICE DURING THE TIME THAT I WOULD PERSONALLY INVESTIGATE THE CASES.

HIS APPEARANCE IN A NUMBER OF MATTERS DURING THE TIME THAT JUDGE KAPLAN WAS A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION THE "ONLY PROPER PRACTICE DURING THE TIME THAT I WOULD PERSONALLY INVESTIGATE THE CASES.

HIS APPEARANCE IN A NUMBER OF MATTERS DURING THE TIME THAT JUDGE KAPLAN WAS A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION THE "ONLY PROPER PRACTICE DURING THE TIME THAT I WOULD PERSONALLY INVESTIGATE THE CASES.

HIS APPEARANCE IN A NUMBER OF MATTERS DURING THE TIME THAT JUDGE KAPLAN WAS A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION THE "ONLY PROPER PRACTICE DURING THE TIME THAT I WOULD PERSONALLY INVESTIGATE THE CASES.

HIS APPEARANCE IN A NUMBER OF MATTERS DURING THE TIME THAT JUDGE KAPLAN WAS A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION THE "ONLY PROPER PRACTICE DURING THE TIME THAT I WOULD PERSONALLY INVESTIGATE THE CASES.

HIS APPEARANCE IN A NUMBER OF MATTERS DURING THE TIME THAT JUDGE KAPLAN WAS A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION THE "ONLY PROPER PRACTICE DURING THE TIME THAT I WOULD PERSONALLY INVESTIGATE THE CASES.

HIS APPEARANCE IN A NUMBER OF MATTERS DURING THE TIME THAT JUDGE KAPLAN WAS A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION THE "ONLY PROPER PRACTICE DURING THE TIME THAT I WOULD PERSONAL..."
SENATOR DAL FOR HONEST
100 Residents 6th Middles
Man Lauded For

MEDFORD, Jan 23—Republicans and Democrats alike joined last night in according Senator Charles T. Daly of the 6th Middlesex District one of the greatest tributes ever given in this district to a man in public life.

Pitman Academy was filled with delegations from the towns and cities of the district and 700 people heard Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield of Boston name Senator Daly as a public officer of incorruptible honesty and unmatched courage in dealing with public problems.

Mayor Mansfield said that he and Mrs Mansfield had close knowledge of the personal attributes which had placed Senator Daly high in the respect of the citizens of Medford, Woburn, Arlington and Winchester, since he had known him intimately for more than 25 years.

Mayor Mansfield, in bringing the greetings of the city of Boston to the 6th District, said that the entire mission of Senator Daly, said that the Senate would find in Daly a relentless fighter against the sin of dishonesty, big or petty, and said that the character of the Senator would remain in the first days of the new Senate an outstanding figure.

A sincere and moving tribute to the new Senator was paid just before the dinner-reception by the Ichabod, Mrs Mansfield, who presented the Governor a medallion of bronze containing a bas relief of Lafayette and a replica of the big motor ship which has a gross tonnage of 25,187 tons and is 607 feet in length. The head of the Cornklanie (i.e., transatlantic) said that the day's helmet, which eliminated everything but the blue rays. He used a powerful glass. The entire speech is written on two pages of an ordinary four-page personal letterhead. The letters are less than 1/64th of an inch high. The writer also has acknowledged of similar gifts to the Legislature, but said that the State tax has been

Left to Right—Frank S. Davis, manager of Maritime Association; Gov Curley, H. Ainsley Highman, New England manager of French Line; Richard Parkhurst of the Boston Port Authority.

Gov James M. Curley received H. Ainsley Highman, New England director of the French line, Mr Highman was accompanied by Frank S. Davis, head of the maritime division of the Chamber of Commerce, and Richard Parkhurst of the Boston port authority. Mr Highman announced to the Governor that the motor ship Lafayette of the French line would make Boston a port of call beginning June 21 under present plans for passenger traffic.

Mr Highman presented the Governor a medal, containing a bas relief of Lafayette and a replica of the big motor ship which has a gross tonnage of 25,187 tons and is 607 feet in length. The head of the Cornklanie (i.e., transatlantic) said that the day's helmet, which eliminated everything but the blue rays. He used a powerful glass.

Mr Reichner did no work on the speech until after 9 o'clock evening, to insure a minimum of outside vibration. He prepared his own, personal letterhead. The letters are less than 1/64th of an inch high. The writer also has acknowledgments of similar gifts to the Legislature, but said that the State tax has been

LARGEST PASSENGER LINER MAY COME HERE ON MAIDEN VOYAGE

Republican who saluted Senator Daly for a regular visitor if the business in Boston warranted.

Efforts are also being made by the French line to have the Normandie, largest vessel in the world in passenger service, call at Boston on her first trip. The Normandie is 11,000 feet long and is almost completed. Gov Curley said that Chairman Parkhurst had informed him that the freighting of the harbor will permit a turning basin for this ship and that the completion of five miles of dredging operations in from President Roads will be finished about the time the Normandie is ready for her maiden voyage.

Gov Curley asked Mr Highman to endeavor to have the Lafayette's call here advanced to June 17 so that it would be celebrated in conjunction with the 160th anniversary of the battle of Bunker Hill.
700 Residents 6th Middles
Man Lauded For

MEDFORD, Jan 23—Republicans
and Democrats alike joined last night
in according Senator Charles T. Daly
of the 6th Middlesex District one of
the greatest tributes ever given in
this district to a man in public life.

Fitzman Academy was filled with
delegations from the towns and cities
of the district, and 700 people heard
Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield of
Woburn, Arlington and Winchester,
and 700 people heard
Chairman, Mrs. Elizabeth C. Farnam,

Mrs Mansfield had close knowledge
of the personal attributes which had
placed Senator Daly high in the re-

Since he had known him intimately
for more than 25 years.

Mayor Mansfield, in bringing the
greetings of the city of Boston to the
6th District on the election of Sen-
ator Daly, said that the Senate would
find in Daly a relentless fighter
against any form of dishonesty, major
or petty, and said the character of the
Senator made him in the first days
of the new Senate an outstanding
figure.

At a moving and tribute to
the new Senator was paid just be-
fore the dinner-reception by the
chairman, Mrs. Elizabeth C. Farnam,
when she recounted the services of
Mr. Daly to the city, Chamber of
Commerce and his profession, and
said that no policeman of the people of the district sprung out
of the fact that in a quarter-century
of unselfish public service to his fel-

Of the three qualities of
Senator Daly were "courage, per-

Irwin said that the people knew the man, knew
what they wanted him, and many Repub-
licans desired his type in an impor-
tant seat in the State Legislature.

County Commissioner Thomas
Brennan said the three qualities of
Senator Daly were "courage, per-
severance and loyalty.

Daly, in his address, said
that trying days were ahead for the
Senate, since the great barriers
erected to thwart the will of the great
masses of the people still stood as
mighty ramparts against the popular
will. He said he intended forever
action to destroy any overbearing
power standing in the way of the
deplorable rights of the plain
people of the State.

Mr. Daly said that he appreciated
the great tribute given him, but he recog-
nized his work as a Senator as
one of tremendous import. He said
that the Massachusetts Senate was a
fundamentally sound body of so-

GOVERNOR RECEIVES
UNIQUE MEMORIAL

Miniature Copy of His
Inaugural Address

Gov. James M. Curley, today, re-
ceived a unique memento of his
inaugural, in the form of a miniature
copy of his address, 12,000 words,
written so fine that they must be
read under a powerful glass.

The copy was a gift from Hugo
Reichner, 1387 Commonwealth av,
Boston, to insure a minimum of out-
side vibration. He worked two hours a day on it. He worked
under a blue light, wearing a shield
which eliminated everything but the
blue rays. He used a powerful glass.

Mr. Reichner did no work on the
Inaugural when the latter was in-
ducted as Mayor in 1930. Mr. Curley
had this framed. The writer also
acknowledges of similar gifts
made to King George of England,
President Roosevelt, President Cool-
idge, Senator Walsh and other nota-
bles.

STATE BUDGET
UP $2,000,000

Report It Will Be Just
Under $60,000,000

At noon today Gov. James M. Cur-
ley had not drafted his budget mes-
to the Legislature, but said that
it would be prepared in time for
presentations this afternoon. It was re-
ported that work on the budget had
continued so much that the actual
general appropriations bill
would not be made public until to-

Yesterday, but Gov. Curley said that
this bill was almost complete and
would be finished this afternoon.

The budget is understood to be just
under $60,000,000, or about $3,000,000
below last year's. It is also un-
derstood that the State tax has been
adverted-to by approximately $500,000
below $60,000,000 to $57,000,000.
SENATOR DALY PRAISED FOR HONESTY, COURAGE

700 Residents 6th Middlesex District Hear Medford Man Lauded For High Character

MEDFORD, Jan 23--Republicans and Democrats alike joined last night in according Senator Charles T. Daly of the 6th Middlesex District one of the greatest tributes ever given in this district to a man in public life.

Boston Academy was filled with delegations from the towns and cities of the district, and 700 people heard Mayor Frederick W. Mansfield of Boston name Senator Daly as a public officer of incorruptible honesty and unmatched courage in dealing with public problems.

Mayor Mansfield said that he and Mrs Mansfield had close knowledge with public problems.

Boston name Senator Daly as a public officer of incorruptible honesty and unmatched courage in dealing with public problems.

Mr Daly said that he appreciated the great tribute given him, but he recognized his work as a Senator as one of tremendous import. He said that the Massachusetts Senate was a fundamentally sound body of sovereign power, the oldest in the history of the country.

His Chiseling

"I will stand adamant," declared the Senator, "against those who think that the people as a group may be robbed with impunity. Some man who will express himself vigorously and ardently at the proper time is what the people of the district are entitled to, not one who will trim, turn and twist. Chiseling, under the guise of lawful operation, has been disastrous locally and nationally."

Mr Daly said he was the first native Democrat to sit in the Senate in the War of 1812, and also the first granted of Medford High School to attain the high office.

Ex-Atty Gen Thomas J. Beyon, a Democrat who voted for Gen Winfield Scott, said that Daly was an original and continuous Democrat, espousing the great principles with fearlessness.

William S. Packer of the editorial staff of the Globe brought words of esteem in which Mr Daly's closest associates held him. Mr Packer said that many years ago a young Senator, a filibuster, enabled the people to elect their Senators, and that Senator Daly was President.

Said that Senator Daly, in his first days at the State House, brought to fruition the filibuster's device to improve conditions. Mr Packer said that the new Senator's fearlessness in espousing what was right was known in every newspaper office.

Mayor Mansfield said that he and Mrs Mansfield had close knowledge with public problems.

At noon today Gov James M. Curley had not drafted his budget message to the Legislature, but said that he would be prepared in time for presentation this afternoon. It was reported that work on the budget had stagnated so much that the next day's general appropriations bill would not be made public until to-morrow, but Gov Curley said that the bill would be almost complete and would be finished this afternoon.

The budget is understood to be just under $60,000,000, or about $2,000,000 more than last year's. It is also understood that the State tax has been reduced by approximately $500,000 from $4,000,000 to $3,500,000.

State Budget

Report It Will Be Just Under $60,000,000

RITES IN HOPKINTON

FOR THOMAS F. RILEY

HOPKINTON, Jan 23--Many relatives and friends attended the funeral yesterday of Thomas F. Riley from the home of his son, Judge Daniel J. Riley on Ash st.

At noon today Gov James M. Curley had not drafted his budget message to the Legislature, but said that he would be prepared in time for presentation this afternoon. It was reported that work on the budget had stagnated so much that the next day's general appropriations bill would not be made public until to-morrow, but Gov Curley said that the bill would be almost complete and would be finished this afternoon.

The budget is understood to be just under $60,000,000, or about $2,000,000 more than last year's. It is also understood that the State tax has been reduced by approximately $500,000 from $4,000,000 to $3,500,000.

A high requiem was celebrated in St John's Church by the pastor, Rev George A. Galtey. There was a profusion of floral tributes and spiritual bouquets. Delegates from Court Hopkinton, F. A. A., acted as bearers, they being: James J. Mortagne, Patrick H. Delany, David W. O'Brien, John McEntee, George Sweet and Thomas E. O'Connell.

Interment was in St John's Cemetery.

The Massachusetts Senate was a fundamentally sound body of sovereign power, the oldest in the history of the country.

His Chiseling

"I will stand adamant," declared the Senator, "against those who think that the people as a group may be robbed with impunity. Some man who will express himself vigorously and ardently at the proper time is what the people of the district are entitled to, not one who will trim, turn and twist. Chiseling, under the guise of lawful operation, has been disastrous locally and nationally."

Mr Daly said he was the first native Democrat to sit in the Senate in the War of 1812, and also the first granted of Medford High School to attain the high office.

Ex-Atty Gen Thomas J. Beyon, a Democrat who voted for Gen Winfield Scott, said that Daly was an original and continuous Democrat, espousing the great principles with fearlessness.

William S. Packer of the editorial staff of the Globe brought words of esteem in which Mr Daly's closest associates held him. Mr Packer said that many years ago a young Senator, a filibuster, enabled the people to elect their Senators, and that Senator Daly was President.

Said that Senator Daly, in his first days at the State House, brought to fruition the filibuster's device to improve conditions. Mr Packer said that the new Senator's fearlessness in espousing what was right was known in every newspaper office.

Mayor Mansfield said that he and Mrs Mansfield had close knowledge with public problems.

At noon today Gov James M. Curley had not drafted his budget message to the Legislature, but said that he would be prepared in time for presentation this afternoon. It was reported that work on the budget had stagnated so much that the next day's general appropriations bill would not be made public until to-morrow, but Gov Curley said that the bill would be almost complete and would be finished this afternoon.

The budget is understood to be just under $60,000,000, or about $2,000,000 more than last year's. It is also understood that the State tax has been reduced by approximately $500,000 from $4,000,000 to $3,500,000.
GOY CURLEY HOPES TO CUT LIGHTING BILL $2,000,000

In an effort to bring about a decrease in the house lighting rates charged by electric companies in Massachusetts, Gov Curley will confer with representatives of firms selling current in this State tomorrow at his office. The Governor hopes, he said, that it will be possible to work out a plan whereby at least $2,000,000 may be saved to users of household current annually.

This announcement was made by the Governor last night in a radio speech in which he said he had in- vited several college professors of economics and leaders in public thought to advise him concerning the problem.

Criticizes Councilors

The Governor criticized members of the Executive Council for permitting "partisan" influences to tincture their judgment and delay the passage of the budget in the Finance Commission removal case.

Scouting reports of a $600,000 surplus in the State Treasury, Gov Curley asserted the surplus exists only by the inclusion of $1,700,000 in funds tied up in closed banks in the list of State assets.

"A deficit of $1,100,000 rather than a surplus of $600,000 would be a more truthful presentation of facts," said the Governor.

The Governor declared the lengthy Finance Commission hearing had been a "time eater," and asserted that legislative orders for investigations of the sort already before the commission are "another step in the program to retard action upon the important work of transferring the unemployed from the welfare rolls to the payrolls."

More Time for Budget

"In conformity with custom," said the Governor, "the annual budget for the conduct of the activities of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts will be submitted to the Legislature for its consideration. It is a source of keen regret to me that a greater period of time is not permitted for a minute investigation of the budget items of every department, as I am quite certain that provided the law permitted a period of time is not permitted for a minute investigation of the budget items of every department, as I am quite certain that provided the law permitted six weeks to two months to a study in the city of Boston to devote from the owner of a home valued at $12,000,000 annually. To everybody of household current with the result that it was possible during the four years of depression without discharging an employee of the city or reducing salaries, until the Federal reduction was put in operation in April of the closing year, and without impairing essential departmental activities, to reduce the cost of operating major departments 30 percent and minor departments 6 percent.

December Payrolls

"It is customary to include December payrolls in a given year in the appropriation for the succeeding year, so that while the preceding administration was given credit for the restoration of salaries that had been reduced during 1934, extreme care was taken to see that the salary increases effective as of December, 1934, so that no portion of the burden would be borne by the administration in office during 1934, and provided salary increases had been restored on June 1, the deficit would have been nearer $2,000,000 than $1,100,000.

Under the circumstances the present administration is entitled to bear the entire burden of salary restorations for the year 1934, making an added burden of $450,000.

"Step rate increases were abandoned as a measure of economy about 1931, and to me it appeared an injustice not to restore these step rate increases when provision had been made for the payment of salary reductions. The restoration of step rate increases for 1935 will represent an added increase in the cost of conducting the activities of the State of $450,000.

"It has been customary to require the employees of State institutions to work from 54 to 60 hours, and unquestionably due to the present depression it has been extremely difficult to secure intelligent, capable and kindly disposed women and men charged with the important work of ministering to the unfortunate in institutions of the State. With a view to a more humane consideration for the wards of the State I have instituted a 48-hour schedule in all State institutions, effective as of June 1, which will represent an increase in the cost of conducting these institutions of about $750,000.

Bank Cooperation

"It was most gratifying last week to secure the cooperation of the representatives of the savings banks, cooperative banks, trust companies and other institutions in the work of reducing the mortgage rates upon homes valued at $16,000. It is estimated that the reduction from 6 to 5½ percent on interest charges will save a saving to the people of the Commonwealth of $12,000,000 annually.

"In the case of a home valued at $16,000 it represents the equivalent of a reduction of $250 in the payment on the bond in other words makes available $250 to be applied toward the payment of taxes or for other essential repairs."

"Upon Thursday of this week a conference will be held to which have been invited the representatives of the companies engaged in the production of electricity. I am hopeful that it will be possible to secure a reduction in lighting charges to the people of the Commonwealth of not less than $2,000,000. I have invited to attend the conference leading professors of economics in each of the universities of Massachusetts and in addition, outstanding leaders in public thought, such as Pres Complon of Technology, Pres Collam of Harvard University, Prof Rogers of Technology, Edward A. Filene, Prof Frank L. Simpson, of Boston University, Prof J. V. Murray of Boston University and others.

"Augean Stable"”

"Alas, almost since assuming office I have been required to devote a large portion of my time to the cleaning up of the Augean stable known as the Boston Finance Commission. The disclosures that are now public property have shocked the deepest citizens of the Commonwealth who believed that this commission was composed of high-minded men actuated solely by a desire to unselfishly serve the people. Under oath one member of the Finance Commission testified that he had served as counsel for numerous contractors and had been paid in a single year for his work upwards of $21,000. Another member of the Finance Commission testified that he had been in the employ of the leading municipal real estate uploader, not only prior to his testimony before the Finance Commission, but during his entire service, yet notwithstanding this fact, the leading members of the Governor’s Council permitted partnership to tincture their judgment and delay their decision, I believe it clearly the duty of every citizen to cooperate at once either by telephone or letter with the member of the Governor’s Council representing his particular district and urge upon him for the good of the Commonwealth the immediate abandonment of politics and action based upon justice.”

ATTACKS VETERANS’ LEAGUE IN SWAMPSCOTT ELECTIONS

"Swemplec" Jan 22—In a statement issued today in which he predicts that rev- erence’s Civic League will use "malici- ous tactics" in the weeks before the town election, M. Paine Hoseason, a candidate for the Board of Selectmen, representing his particular district and urge upon him for the good of the Commonwealth the immediate abandonment of politics and action based upon justice.

Mr Hoseason charges that a member of the league has already approached him, with the suggestion that he withdraw.

MOTHERS...watch CHILD’S COLD

COMMON colds often settle in throat and chest where they may become dangerous. Don’t take chances—at the first sniffle rub a salve, but p'
GOV CURLEY HOPES TO CUT LIGHTING BILL $2,000,000

In an effort to bring about a decrease in the house lighting rates charged by electric companies in Massachusetts, Gov Curley will confer with representatives of firms selling current in this State tomorrow at his office. The Governor hopes, he said, that it will be possible to work out a plan whereby at least $2,000,000 may be saved to users of household current annually.

This announcement was made by the Governor last night in a radio speech in which he said he had invited several college professors of economics and leaders in public thought to advise with him concerning the problem.

Criticizes Councilors

The Governor criticized members of the Executive Council for permitting "partisanship to tincture their judgment and delay their decision" in the Finance Commission removal cases.

Scouting reports of a $600,000 surplus in the State Treasury, Gov Curley asserted the surplus exists only by the inclusion of $1,700,000 in funds tied up in closed banks in the list of State assets.

"A deficit of $1,100,000 rather than a surplus of $600,000 would be a more truthful presentation of facts," said the Governor.

B. C. Professor to Take Oath Today

Joseph B. McKenney, professor of ancient and modern history at Boston College and coach of the football team on University Heights, today was confirmed by the Governor's Council as a member of the Boston Finance Commission to succeed attorney Charles Moorfield Storey, recently removed.

McKenney was confirmed under suspension of the rules. His appointment was submitted to the Council by the Governor today and under the rules the appointment usually goes over for one week.

McKenney was notified of his confirmation by the Governor's office and left Boston College this afternoon to take his oath of office before Gov Curley.

When Gov Curley was asked after the Council session if the confirmation of McKenney would terminate his expressed intention of seeking the removal of Judge Jacob J. Kaplan, an Ely appointee to the Finance Commission, the Governor said:

"I informed the Council that George R. Nutter in whose office Judge Kaplan works, had appeared in a number of cases of tax abatements in the city of Boston, which were settled before the State Board of Tax Appeals. I said that I would personally investigate these cases and if it appeared that Mr. Nutter had engaged in this sort of practice during the time that Judge Kaplan was a member of the Finance Commission it would appear only proper that he should terminate his services with the commission.

If it appears otherwise from my investigation I think we will let the matter stand as it is for a while. If a man is caught with his hand in another man's pocket the only proper place for him is in court."
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The Governor declared the lengthy Finance Commission hearing had been a "time eater," and asserted that Legislative orders for investigations of matters already before that commission are "another step in the process of delaying the people of Massachusetts in the outcome of the business of the State." He further asserted that speeches in which he said he had in- 
corporated the principles of public administration efficiency in the budget for the year 1935 will represent an added burden of $1,400,000.

"Step rate increases were abandoned as a measure of economy about 1931, and to me it appeared an injustice not to restore these step rate increases when provision had been made for the restoration of salary reductions. The restoration of step rate increases for 1935 will represent an added increase in the cost of conducting the activities of the State of $850,000.
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More Time for Budget
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The abrupt action of Gov. Curley in removing from his office an antique coach and a Queen Anne chair and varnishing the portrait of Samuel Adams has filled members of the State Art Commission with fear as to His Excellency's next improvement at the State House.

Commission members are upset because Gov. Curley has made shifts here and there without even so much as "by your leave."

Only the other day His Excellency put two signs outside his executive offices, one recruiting job-seekers to a designated room and the other informing the public as to his office hours. Should the commission decide this is neither right nor art, it may take counter action.

But putting varnish on the painting of Sam Adams is a more serious matter. Dudley Murphy of Lexington, one of the commissioners, said yesterday, "The Art Commission has been a bit disturbed by reports which have reached us of the changing around and treatment of paintings in the Governor's office."

Counteraction should it come, may have to wait for a couple of years when the Art Commission will be sole arbiter of where it shall place.Calame Adams may adorn Vio-

ton, one of the commissioners, said the Governor's office."

Gov. Curley referred to the Art Commission yesterday a delegation of the Disabled War Veterans Association who came to him asking permission to hang a picture in the State House corridor. They were told they must secure approval of the picture by the Art Commission before it could be hung.

Gov. Curley has not announced his intention of resigning, the Governor three votes on the commission—McKenney, Chairman E. Mark Sullivan and William A. Reilly, as against two for continuing the investigations and has pending in the supreme court application for an order to compel Dolan to answer a commission subpoena. His employment and investigations have been made by di-
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Gov. Curley and Lytell Back-Stage

Gov. James M. Curley talking with Bert Lytell, star and co-producer of "The First Legion," following the opening performance at the Plymouth Theatre.

Curley's Changes
Upset Art Board

Varnishing Adams' Picture
Causes Concern

Curley To See Auto Display

Accompanied by Staff, He Pays Official Visit Tonight at Mechanics Hall

Gov. Curley, and several members of his staff, tonight will pay an official visit to the Boston automobile show, which is daily attracting thousands at Mechanics building. The Governor's party will be greeted by Otto W. Lawton, president of the Boston Automobile Dealers Association, and Albion L. Danforth, show chairman.

Mayor's night will be observed tomorrow when Mayor Mansfield, several of his staff, and distinguished visitors attend. The show will close Saturday night.

Meanwhile the hundreds of new models, with newer and snappier equipment, were attracting the attention of thousands who are prepared to purchase their new cars at this time. Many new features have been added this year in the nature of accessories on all models and these were being especially pointed out.

A group from Massachusetts State College, working with the Governor's committee on street and highway safety, is prepared to test by means of cleverly conceived devices, individual vision, speed estimation, color blindness, brake action, manipulation, steering ability and vigilance.

M'Kenney Name Before Council

Gov. Curley Seeks Confirmation for B. C. Coach on Fin Com

Gov. Curley was expected to send today to the executive council and to ask immediate confirmation of the nomination of Joseph McKenney, Boston College football coach, to be a member of the finance commission to succeed Charles Moorfield Storey, who was removed.